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Source Location Privacy (SLP) is an important property for the class of asset
monitoring problems in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). SLP aims to prevent an
attacker from finding a valuable asset when a WSN node is broadcasting information
due to the detection of the asset. Many different methods of protecting the location
of a source have been devised for a variety of attacker models. Most common methods
of providing SLP operate at the routing level of the network stack, imposing a high
message overhead on the SLP-aware routing protocol.
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the novel problem of utilising
TDMA slot assignment schedules at the MAC layer in order to provide SLP. These
schedules each give rise to different traffic patterns, manipulation of which can
be used to divert an attacker away from the asset. Four main contributions are
presented. First, a novel formalisation of a parameterised eavesdropping attacker
model is created, allowing for comparison of attackers of different strengths. Second,
a genetic algorithm is used to generate TDMA Data Aggregation Scheduling (DAS)
schedules that contain a diversionary route that leads the attacker away from the
source. Third, a distributed algorithm is created to perform the same task while
operating online on a WSN. Finally, another distributed algorithm is presented that
provides fault-tolerant guarantees with a minimal drop in performance.
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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are collections of small computers known as nodes.
These nodes are most often constrained in their capabilities and resources, such as
compute ability, memory systems and power consumption. They are equipped with
sensors to allow them to detect properties of their environments, and a radio to
allow them to communicate with other nodes. They have only recently become a
feasible solution to problems due to the decrease in size of hardware, better battery
technology and lower costs for the equipment. As the communication range of a
node does not typically encompass the entire network, transmission of information
must be done in multiple hops. That is, data must traverse multiple wireless links
between nodes to reach the data collection point (known as the sink).
Due to a node’s lack of need for any existing infrastructure (such as power or
network cables), they can be deployed in a wide range of environments to tackle a
large variety of problems. A range of applications are presented in Subsection 2.1.1.
This lack of need for infrastructure makes WSNs very flexible and easy to deploy,
which is one of their significant advantages.
WSNs do however suffer from security issues. This is largely because of the
transmission of data through the wireless medium, where anyone with sufficient
equipment can eavesdrop on the communication due to its broadcast nature. These
issues also tend to be more difficult to resolve, in parts due to a WSNs decentralised
nature and the limited capabilities of the sensor nodes themselves.
Threats against privacy can be classified into two classes: content-based
threats and context-based threats. Content-based threats are those that typically
come to mind when discussing privacy. These threats are those where an attacker
will attempt to directly recover data, such as the content of messages. Messages
can be protected using encryption to combat this threat. Context-based threats
relate to the context in which the data was recovered. For instance, in the case of
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messages, this could be information such as broadcast time, message size, message
location in the network, etc. Essentially this is inferring information from the context
of recovering the data, rather than directly reading any of the data. Context has
multiple attributes that encompass the situational aspects of broadcasted messages,
including environmental and temporal information. Examples include temporal
privacy (keeping the time that events occur private), sink location privacy (hiding
the receipt collecting information from the network) and source location privacy
(hiding the source of data in the network).
Context-based threats cannot be solved using encryption, so other techniques
are necessary.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Source Location Privacy
Source Location Privacy is important in asset monitoring WSNs. Asset monitoring
is the use case of sensing specific valuable objects in the environment and tracking
their state and location. One example of this is tracking animals in their natural
habitats in order to protect them or learn about them. However, if no SLP solution
is used, an attacker can use context-based inference to track the source of messages
and as such the location of the asset. As the majority of these networks are designed
to protect an asset, this is highly undesirable.
To trace messages back to the source, all an attacker needs is a directional
antenna to know the direction of where the message is being sent from, and as such
can track messages back, node-by-node, to the source. Once the attacker has reached
the source node, the asset will likely be nearby and thus easy to capture. More
information on SLP is provided in Section 2.2.
1.1.2 Medium Address Control
Medium Access Control (MAC) is a layer of control in the typical network stack,
positioned directly above the physical layer. The MAC layer is responsible for
controlling access to the physical medium and defining the protocol by which two
devices can communicate over it. The protocol defines the method by which data
can be transferred between two devices and does not enforce any rules on what that
data is or how it should be interpreted by higher levels in the network stack.
The majority of protocols providing SLP are positioned at the routing layer of
the network stack. While this provides more information than that available at the
MAC layer, routing layer solutions typically send more control messages to establish
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paths through the network and to provide nodes with special instructions. At the
MAC layer, the routing of such control messages over multiple hops is not possible.
The motivation of this is that a MAC layer solution could be utilised as another or
alternative layer of protection.
1.1.3 TDMA DAS Convergecast
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a method of dividing the physical medium
to provide every device with a time slot in which to broadcast, eliminating the
problem of packet collisions within those slots. Time slots are negotiated and
assigned in the beacon phase, followed by the individual time slots. The beacon
phase and time slots together are known as a TDMA period. TDMA slot assignment
occurs at the MAC layer of the network stack.
Data Aggregation Scheduling (DAS) Convergecast is the process of having
a “parent” node collect data from each “child” before aggregating that data and
then sending it on to the next parent. The final recipient of the data aggregated
from the whole network is a dedicated data collection node. The motivation behind
using a convergecast method is that the aggregation of the application-specific data
stops the necessity of every node forwarding data to the data-collection node, which
reduces network traffic and as such saves energy.
TDMA DAS is a system of assigning node slots in a decreasing fashion starting
from the data collection node and spreading outwards to the edges of the network.
This guarantees that any parent node transmits in a later slot than its children, and
as such a message sent from any node in the network will reach the data-collection
node within a single TDMA period in an aggregated form. This provides an upper
bound on the latency, which can be an issue in networks where TDMA slots are
assigned in other ways. The motivation for using TDMA DAS is that it largely
operates at the MAC layer and as such is a suitable target for modification to provide
SLP. This is discussed further in the next section.
1.1.4 Source Location Privacy using TDMA DAS
The various SLP solutions mostly focus on modifying the attacker movement patterns
at the routing layer, compared to some baseline protectionless routing scheme (such
as flooding), such that the attacker takes a longer time to reach the source node.
Different SLP techniques produce different attacker movement patterns based on
how they provide SLP. Phantom routing (shown in Figure 1.1a) tends to produce a
zig-zag pattern as the attacker moves back and forth between phantom nodes. If
phantom nodes tended to be allocated in the same area the attacker would double
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back on itself less. On the other hand, fake sources (Figure 1.1b) offer a different
type of movement pattern, as the fake sources are not connected to the real source by
a message path. Rather than zig-zagging between phantom nodes, the attacker tends
to zig-zag between the source and the fake sources. The parameters are typically set
such that the fake sources have a greater pull so the attacker’s overall movement is
towards the fake sources rather than towards the real source. The main disadvantage
of routing layer techniques is the associated message overhead that is required to
cause the attacker to zig-zag through the network.
The movement pattern for TDMA convergecast (without SLP) is typically
that of a protectionless scheme, with the attacker moving towards the real source
each time it receives a new message (see Figure 1.1c). The attacker may even have
an additional advantage when TDMA is used because the slots are set up such that
it will always travel along the shortest path to the source. However, the zig-zag
movement of an attacker, previously seen when routing layer techniques are used,
can be achieved at the MAC level by a random assignment of slots to nodes, i.e.,
the slot assignment is not properly convergecast. The disadvantage of this is the
delivery latency of messages but the main gain is that the attacker zig-zags through
the network at no additional message overhead.
To achieve a trade-off between good message delivery latency and good SLP
with no message overhead, TDMA DAS scheduling is proposed (see Figure 1.1d)
that provides SLP with the aim of luring the attacker away from the source by
taking it on a diversionary route through the network, thus preventing the attacker
from following the shortest path to the source. By appropriately modifying the slot
assignment, the diversionary path can be ensured as the next node in the path will be
set to broadcast earlier than any of the other neighbouring nodes. This diversionary
route increases the time the attacker would need to capture the source.
1.1.5 Fault Tolerance
Fault tolerance is an important consideration for any application of WSNs. WSNs are
prone to faults, either from noisy environments for wireless communication through
to more serious node crashes which can occur through hardware defects, buggy
software, power issues (such as an empty battery), physical manipulation by an
adversary and many more. It would be foolish to employ a WSN lacking some form
of fault tolerance with so many potential risks that exist in real-world deployments.














































(d) TDMA DAS with SLP
Figure 1.1: SLP technique attacker movement patterns
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1.2 Contributions
The contributions in this thesis present methods of providing source location
privacy from the MAC-layer only in a TDMA DAS setup. The focus
is to explore MAC-based methods rather than the more common routing-based
counterparts in order to provide another or alternative layer of protection for
minimal overhead. The following contributions are made:
• Chapter 3 presents a new parametrised attacker model capable of representing
a range of easily comparable attackers, including the one typically used in SLP
research. Also presented is an algorithm that checks if a TDMA schedule is
SLP-aware, returning a counterexample if not, similar to model checking.
• Chapter 5 presents a near-optimal method of producing SLP-aware TDMA DAS
schedules offline using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). Suitable genetic operators
are designed to create only valid DAS and SLP-aware schedules. Two different
fitness functions are used, one reducing slot utilisation for lower latencies and
one leading the attacker as far from the source as possible. Pareto efficiency
is examined for the solutions between the two fitness functions. Many of the
generated schedules are then implemented and simulated to ensure correctness
and near-optimal capture ratios.
• Chapter 6 presents an online, distributed algorithm that provides some SLP-
awareness, but not optimal due to a lack of knowledge of where the source
is located. A number of impossibility results are proven and the three-stage
algorithm is presented. This algorithm is implemented and simulated to
show the difference compared to a protectionless TDMA DAS, which shows a
reduction in capture ratio.
• Chapter 7 then proceeds to show a fault-tolerant version of the distributed
algorithm, containing five stages. The complexity of fault-tolerant DAS is
proven and the five-stage algorithm is presented. This is then implemented
and simulated to show that Fault-Tolerant (FT) SLP DAS has comparable
performance to SLP DAS even in the presence of crashes.
1.3 Organisation
This chapter introduced SLP in WSNs and stated the contributions this thesis makes.
The remainder of the work is as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the background of WSNs and SLP.
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• Chapter 3 introduces the models and specifications used for the remainder of
the thesis.
• Chapter 4 explains the setup and parameters for the simulations executed as
results throughout this thesis.
• Chapters 5 to 7 present the main contributions of the thesis.
• Chapter 8 discusses common patterns that have arisen from this research,




In this chapter, WSNs will be described, including their limited nature and the
challenges they face. The concept of Source Location Privacy (SLP) will be introduced
followed by work in the research area.
2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
2.1.1 Applications
WSNs have a wide variety of applications. A handful shall be presented in this
section.
Monitoring the health of structures [16] is very important to ensure people’s
safety. Such applications include monitoring heritage buildings [28] and suspension
bridges [30].
Another common use case is monitoring habitats and wildlife [19, 29, 54].
This can be to protect endangered species, recover animals or just monitor for
scientific purposes.
Another use is during natural disasters, such as predicting [69] or providing
information during [67] forest fires. This can provide very valuable detail on the
spread of forest fires and where resources should be deployed.
Other uses include target tracking and classification [8], detection of at-
mospheric conditions such as air pollution [58], industrial applications [64] and a




Programming of sensor nodes is significantly different than that of typical pro-
gramming efforts and this is largely due to a sensor node’s resource-constrained
nature. Any implementation of the desired behaviour for the node must comply with
incredibly limited compute power, very small memory allocation of both runtime
allocations and the static size of the binary and also the total power consumption of
the node. This is not to say applications involving more performant devices (such
as smartphones, personal computers and servers) aren’t bound by resource usage
requirements, but the problem becomes significantly more apparent with sensor
nodes, as they are several orders of magnitude less capable than these other devices
(especially in terms of available power).
While much of software engineering has become more abstracted from the
specific of the hardware (by using high-level languages, etc.), implementations for
sensor nodes require programming at a low-level, which is generally considered to be
more difficult with a steeper learning curve and being less accessible than higher-level
methods.
Due to these issues, OSes specifically designed for the nature of these devices
have been created, such as TinyOS [85] and Contiki [45]. Each have their pros and
cons, but still require low-level programming, careful consideration of resource limita-
tions and do not provide many of the core features that are expected of modern OSes
(TinyOS does not even support dynamic memory management!). Many attempts
have been made to simplify this programming model. For instance, EnviroTrack
is a middleware layer that raises the programming abstraction level [1]. People
have attempted to make the process more modular [55], adaptive [51], application-
specific [70] and even go as far as to design a higher-level scripting language for these
devices [47]. However, programming sensor nodes still remains a fairly low-level and
specialised task.
Communication/Networking
Communication between nodes is a fundamental property of WSNs. In the early
stages of WSNs, custom protocols were used between different hardware devices
and also in the various OSes. This is because Internet Protocol (IP), the de-facto
standard for the majority of computer communication, in both Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) formats, is a fairly data-intensive
protocol. It uses large headers in each packet which are often unnecessary in WSNs.
However, with the rise of Internet of Things (IoT), it is becoming more desirable for
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sensor nodes to be able to communicate with the wider internet ecosystem. This is
why considerable effort has been made to bring TCP/IP to these devices [48, 76],
including making them IPv6 ready [53] and even bringing the TCP/IP stack to 8-bit
processors [46].
Energy
One of the biggest problems that sensor nodes face is energy. Due to their lack of
connection to any existing infrastructure, they rely on batteries and possibly power
they can gather from the environment (e.g. solar). There are many design challenges
to creating sensor networks because of energy constraints [61]. Processes as simple
as turning off the radio when it is not needed can save huge amounts of power, as
the radio is typically the most energy-hungry component of the device. There exist
many energy-saving technologies [66], but developing a WSN application still requires
intelligent design decisions to get the largest lifespan from the nodes as possible.
Online energy usage estimations [52] can be used to determine an appropriate course
of action, such as changing the routing system so that nodes low on power are sending
less messages [40].
Scalability
Scalability is the problem WSN applications face when attempting to escalate the
size of the solution. Typically, this is the process of deploying an application in a
larger environment using an increased number of nodes and, as such, transmitting
and processing more data. Scalability is a challenge for the future of WSNs [56]. As
WSNs and IoT come to the forefront of technology, larger and larger use cases are
being developed. Ensuring that the system is scalable is key to future-proofing the
application.
This can be a particularly important property for a lot of SLP use cases.
Monitoring assets over large areas using significant numbers of sensor nodes would
be a reasonable application of the technology. For example, monitoring endangered
wildlife over their natural habitat in order to learn about and protect them would
likely involve a large physical area requiring many nodes.
Reliability
There are a number of reliability issues that plague WSNs. The first is link failures.
Link failures occur due to radio interference between a pair of communicating nodes,
which prevents the communication. This is an incredibly common occurrence in a
real-world deployment. Technologies are used in an attempt to work around this
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issue, such as link quality estimation [13]. The second issue is node crashes. This
can be due to incorrect software, damaged hardware, empty batteries or any number
of other reasons. In any case, fault-tolerance is an important design feature for any
WSN application [73]. Detection and repair of software errors online [71] has even
been considered a possibility.
Reprogramming
Reprogramming a WSN after deployment is often a difficult task. Firstly, the original
creators of the WSN must have provided a method to update firmware over the
network, unless reprogramming nodes one-by-one is an option although this is usually
not feasible. Then, the security of code distribution must be considered [39]. Without
any security, any person could change the WSN’s programming, which is obviously a
serious flaw. Thirdly, the method of reprogramming must be considered. Typically,
a node must have new firmware “flashed” to its internal Read-Only Memory (ROM).
However, other methods such as runtime dynamic linking [49] are now a possibility,
depending on node hardware.
Security
Finally, one of the largest issues in WSNs is security [11, 98]. Specific attacks include
the denial of sleep attack [26], which keeps a node awake with the radio on in an
attempt to waste energy and reduce the lifespan of the device. Taking control of
nodes in the network [81] is another example.
Much work has been performed in an attempt to combat security threats in
WSNs [33]. New, more secure protocols have been created [97]. Methods of protecting
network traffic have been invented [74]. A large amount of this has focused on the
detection of code bugs (where the majority of security defects are introduced). Static
analysis [57, 110] is common, used in an attempt to catch security flaws before the
code has been released. Flaws in code are not the only way a security issue arises,
there can often be problems with the hardware itself [105].
Encryption is often a first response to security. The theory behind this entire
thesis is that encryption is not sufficient to protect a WSN completely (or for that
matter, most systems), although it is still a very important tool. Cryptography
becomes even more difficult when dealing with such constrained devices as sensor
nodes [88, 100].
The reason that encryption is not sufficient for context-based attacks is that
these attacks do not rely on the data being protected by the encryption mechanism.
For instance, information that can be used by such attacks includes the time that
the message was sent, the size of the message, time between the sending of messages
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and any observable environmental stimuli that may be influencing the system. None
of these properties can be encrypted as they are situational data observed by the
attacker, not anything stored in the message itself. This information can then be
used to infer further details about the system. At no point is any data contained
within the message used, rendering encryption ineffective against this type of attack.
Throughout the remainder of this thesis, an assumption is made that each
message is encrypted sufficiently to prevent an attacker from being able to read its
contents in a reasonable amount of time. This makes context-based attacks a more
attractive solution.
2.1.3 Node Composition
Nodes are comprised of a low-power Central Processing Unit (CPU), some small
amount of Random Access Memory (RAM), some small amount of ROM, a wireless
radio, some power source (most commonly a battery) and any sensors required for
the application. There are a number of reasons for such meagre specifications in
nodes, but the most important being to keep costs low, as WSNs can be used to
span large areas of the environment with many nodes participating in the network
for a feasible cost.
2.1.4 Sensors
The sensors given to a node can be used to sense anything about the node’s environ-












There are many different methods of routing messages in WSNs [3, 4]. The simplest
method is flooding [68], where when a node hears a message, it re-transmits it.
This obviously has flaws such as large amounts of network traffic and as such high
energy consumption. Different routing protocols have been created to solve different
problems, such as routing with guaranteed delivery [20], routing to achieve the
maximum lifetime of the network [32] and even protocols that contain a mix of goals,
such as [2] with the goal of energy-awareness and Quality of Service (QoS) and [12],
with the goal of being secure and efficient. Some work has tried to solve more specific
problems, such as routing in a network containing multiple sinks [35].
MAC
Routing typically receives more attention than the MAC layer. MAC protocols tend
to focus on reducing energy consumption by duty cycling, i.e. turning the radio off
when possible [14, 18, 27, 75]. This thesis focuses on the use of a TDMA [9] MAC
protocol to provide SLP with minimal message overhead.
2.2 Source Location Privacy
The SLP problem was first introduced in [80, 95] as the panda-hunter game, in
which a WSN had been deployed to monitor valuable assets where the messages
are routed from the node that detects the asset (source node) to a base station
(sink node). There have been many techniques proposed to provide SLP [36, 99]. In
the panda-hunter game there is an attacker who is attempting to locate the asset
by tracing back the wireless messages being broadcasted by the sensor node that
detected the asset. The authors proposed phantom routing, a two stage protocol,
where the message generated by the source firstly takes a directed random walk
through the network to a phantom node and then secondly this message is forwarded
to the sink. Two variants of phantom routing were proposed, PRS [95] that flooded
the message from the phantom node to the sink and PSRS [80] that used single-path
routing instead of flooding.
Since phantom routing’s introduction many other pieces of work have focused
on improving the directed random walk stage. GROW [112] introduced storing
nodes traveled along the directed walk into a bloom filter to prevent the directed
walk turning back on itself. A similar outcome was achieved by [111] which used
location angles to direct the random walk away from the source. A technique similar
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to phantom routing and its extensions are the ring techniques [93, 113] where rings
are formed around the sink and generated messages are first forwarded through the
rings before being routed to the source.
However, there have been many works highlighting the deficiencies of phantom
routing. Such as lacking suitable neighbours for the path to continue [114] and
performance degrading when multiple sources are present [62]. In terms of new types
of attack, the random walk has also been shown to reveal information about the
location of the source [104] where a traffic-analysis attack developed based on random
walks hitting the network boundary allows prediction of the source’s location. Finally,
an alternate criticism is that many existing solutions focusing on just providing
SLP, [101] introduces an algorithm that provides identity, route and location privacy.
Many other routing techniques have also been used, one popular technique is
the use of fake sources that send message encrypted and padded to be indistinguish-
able from the real messages generated by the source. The aim of fake messages is
to lure the attacker to the fake source rather than the real source. A fake source
technique was originally proposed in [80] but the class of techniques was discounted
due to the poor performance. [77] implemented an alternative fake source technique
showing high levels of source location privacy are possible with fake sources. This
style of fake sources was extended in [23, 79] to widen the applicability of the solution
and allow it to dynamically determine parameters online.
Other than pure fake source techniques, there exist many that combine fake
sources with random walks. One such technique is [89] that created a routing tree
where leaf nodes would send fake messages up the tree. Another is fog routing [43]
whereby the network is separated into dynamic fogs, which involves creating routing
loops in order to force the attacker into a continuous, inescapable path. The fogs also
create fake messages inside themselves. PEM [107] also creates fake sources during
network execution which perform a walk about from the sink while continuing to
send fake messages. A downside to fake message based solutions is that they tend to
have a much higher energy consumption compared to routing-based techniques.
There have been fewer techniques that use a cross-layer approach to providing
SLP. In [103] beacon frames used by the MAC layer are modified to help propagate
messages away from the source before standard routing is used to send the message
to the sink. A second technique was also proposed that routed the message to a
pivot node after the first round of beaconing which would then perform a second
round of beaconing before routing the message to the sink.
So far all the solutions presented focus on a local distributed eavesdropper [15].
There are many other types of attackers that SLP could be provided against. For
example, global attackers that can view the entire network will be able to defeat
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solutions that target local attackers immediately after a source sends its first message.
Two solutions that provide perfect privacy against global attackers are Periodic
Collection [90] which has every node periodically broadcast a message even if there
is no message from the source to send and ProbRate/FitProbRate [102] which also
broadcast periodically, but use an exponential distribution to determine the period
between broadcasts.
At the time of writing, there have been no proposals of an SLP solution that
operates purely on the MAC layer. This thesis advances the state-of-the-art by
proposing such solutions.
Section 1.2 outlines the major contributions of this thesis. This section
provides explanation of how each of them advances the field:
1. The first major contribution is the creation of a formalised attacker model
for use in SLP research. The purpose of the model is to simply create sets of
distributed eavesdropping attackers with varying capabilities by only adjusting
the model parameters. This allows testing of algorithms and solutions against
this range of attackers to determine the effectiveness of the solution against
attackers of varying abilities, while providing easy comparison between the
attackers. It also provides a common base for comparing different solutions.
2. The second major contribution is the presentation of an offline TDMA DAS
schedule generator that provides near-optimal SLP. The generator uses a GA
to refine the schedule over a number of generations. The schedules created are
implemented and simulated to show that they provide near-optimal capture
ratio. Some work has been performed around generating TDMA schedules
using genetic algorithms (as described in Chapter 5), but no work has been
done with this technique to create DAS-compliant schedules or in the area of
SLP, so combining these elements is indeed novel.
3. The third major contribution is the design and implementation of an online
SLP-aware TDMA DAS algorithm using the same basic principles as the offline
schedule generator. Lacking a global view of the network, not having source
location information available and having all computing be performed in a
distributed fashion on individual nodes while the network is in operation requires
a significantly different design to the offline generation. The significance of this
contribution is showing the possibility of implementing a purely MAC-layer
protocol that increases the level of SLP that the network provides.
4. The final major contribution is the adaption of the SLP TDMA DAS algorithm
to provide guarantees of fault tolerance during operation. By dynamically
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altering the schedule, crashed nodes can be avoided. This improvement is
simulated and shows comparable performance to the non-fault-tolerant al-
gorithm, even in the presence of crashes. Minimal consideration has been
given to fault tolerance in SLP solutions, even though fault tolerance is a key
component in any real-world application. Providing an improved algorithm
with fault-tolerant guarantees is a further step towards showing that these




This chapter defines models and specifications to be used throughout the remainder
of this thesis. Two contributions are made. Firstly, the attacker model is a new
and novel method of creating comparable attackers whilst still able to represent the
typical attack used in SLP. Secondly, an algorithm for checking SLP-awareness in
TDMA schedules is created, returning a counterexample if it is not, similar to model
checking.
3.1 Distributed Algorithm Model
3.1.1 Topology and Processes
A WSN node is a computing device associated to a unique identifier. Communication
in WSNs is typically modelled with a circular communication range centered on a
node, and assuming all nodes have the same communication range. With this model,
a node is thought as able to exchange data with all devices within its communication
range. In graph-theoretic terms, a WSN is represented as an undirected graph
G = (V,E) with a set V of vertices representing the nodes, and a set E of edges
representing the communication links between pairs of nodes.
The actions taken by the individual nodes are dictated by the process running
on it. The system thus consists of a finite set Π of γ > 0 processes p1 . . . pγ , where
each node in the network runs a process1. Adjacent processes, defined by the physical
topology, are linked by wireless channels, represented as edges. Each process contains
a non-empty set of variables and actions, also called steps, depending on an algorithm
P . A variable v of process p is denoted by p.v. An assignment of values to variables
in a program is called a state.
1The terms node and process are used interchangeably where no ambiguity can arise.
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3.1.2 Program Syntax and Sematics
This section defines the syntax used in programs representing a distributed algorithm
for a set of nodes, or an attacker model. Programs are written in the guarded
command notation (GCN) [41]. Hence, an action has the form 〈name〉::〈guard〉 →
〈command〉. In general, a guard is a predicate defined over the set of a process’
variables. When a guard evaluates to true, the command can be executed, which
takes the program from one state to another. When the state transition is complete,
the event 〈name〉 has occurred. A command is a sequence of assignments and
branching statements. A guard or command can contain universal or existential
quantifiers of the form: 〈quantifier〉 〈boundvariables〉 : 〈range〉 : 〈term〉, where
range and term are Boolean constructs. When a guard evaluates to true in a state,
the corresponding action is enabled in that state. A special timeout(timer) guard
evaluates to true when a timer variable reaches zero. A set(timer , value) command
sets the timer variable to a specified value.
This notation has been chosen for several reasons. First, it is usually simpler
to formally reason on a program execution in terms of what guards become true at a
given point in the execution, rather than following a specific control flow. Also, GCN
matches the event-driven programming style of many WSN software platforms [72],
where the binding of events to their handlers is, in a sense, corresponding to the
evaluation of guards.
The execution of a step of an algorithm P causes the process to update one
or more variables and moves the system from one state to another in one atomic step.
In a given state s, several processes may be enabled, and a decision is needed about
which one(s) to execute. The subset of processes that take a step when possible
is chosen according to different scheduling policies. To ensure the system makes
progress, a notion of fairness is also required. Whenever any of the enabled processes
can take a step independent of all others, that is, a continuously enabled action is
eventually executed, then the system is weakly fair [42] and runs in an asynchronous
manner. This entails there is no bound on relative process speeds and message
transmission time, which is assumed here for the slot assignment problem addressed.
3.1.3 Communication
Each process has a special channel variable, denoted by ch, modelling a FIFO queue
of incoming messages sent by other processes. This variable is defined over the set of
(possibly infinite) message sequences. An action with a rcv(sender , msg) guard is
enabled at process j when there is a message at the head of the channel variable
sender .j.ch of a process. Executing the corresponding action causes the message at
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the head of the channel to be dequeued, while msg and sender are bound to the
content of the message and the sender identifier.
Differently, the send(msg ,dest) command causes message msg to be attached
to the tail of the channel variable ch of processes in the dest set. To capture the
broadcast multi-hop nature of WSNs, the semantics of send when executed on
node n depends on the processes in dest :
• if all nodes in dest are in the physical neighbourhood N of node n, that is,
∀i ∈ dest : i ∈ N , then msg is simultaneously appended to the tail of the
channel variable at all processes in dest ;
• if dest is a predefined value BCAST , then message msg is simultaneously
appended to the tail of the channel variable ch of all processes that are in n’s
physical neighbourhood: this implies the message reaches processes that may
not appear in the sender’s logical states, modelling the semantics of physical
broadcast in WSNs;
• if at least one node in dest is not in N , then message msg is appended to
the tail of the channel variable ch at all processes in dest possibly at different
times, modelling multi-hop transmissions.
3.1.4 Node Crashes
Node crashes are only investigated in Chapter 7. One type of fault is considered,
node crashes, where there are up to f node crash faults. This could be due to nodes
running out of energy or being physically damaged.A fault is modelled as a fault
action, i.e., a fault action has been executed when a fault occurs. A fault action
is identical to a normal program action in that it changes the state of program by
changing the values of variables. Since a node crash can occur at any time, the fault
action is considered to be continuously enabled. However, unlike program actions,
fault actions are not required to execute even when continuously enabled, i.e. only
weak p-fairness is considered (the weak fairness assumptions only applies to actions
of program p and not to fault actions). An assumption is made that the sink does
not crash.
3.2 Attacker Model
An attacker A is a distinct process that is characterised by its presence and the
attacks (or actions) it can carry out [15]. It is assumed that the attacker to be a
distributed eavesdropper, i.e., the attacker will be located at various positions in
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the network (at possibly different times, hence distributed) and will only listen to
messages being transmitted (eavesdropper). Based on both attributes, the attacker
process A will update its state.
This thesis proposes a novel and generic model of a distributed eavesdropper,
as shown in Figure 3.1. The attacker, called a (R,H,M, s0, D)-A attacker, is
parametrised as follows: (i) R is the number of messages the attacker can receive
before it makes a move, (ii) H is the number of the most recently visited locations
it can record, (iii) M is the number of moves the attacker can make in a given
period, (iv) s0 is the starting point of the attacker, and (v) D is a function for the
attacker that returns the set of possible new locations, based on the current data
(e.g, messages heard) and historical data (e.g., previously visited locations). This
parametrised attacker allows the development and understanding of attackers of
various strengths.
Most work on SLP has focused on the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, where D is
defined as follows: since R = 1, M = 1 and H = 0, it means that, when the attacker
hears the first message coming from a location j, it will move to j. s0 is typically
the sink, and will be defined as such in this work going forward.
The necessity for the creation of this model is to provide a simple method
of generating attackers of different capabilities and overall power in order to easily
compare either varying attackers on a single solution or using a single attacker to
compare various solutions. The formalised definition with a small set of parameters
aids this comparison and provides detail on which attributes of the model make the
largest difference. Due to the attacker model having a single algorithm tuned with
multiple parameters, it provides a simpler method of testing a variety of attackers
against a solution than designing/implementing several algorithms for the different
capabilities that need to be tested. An important aspect of the model is that it is
also capable of representing the standard attacker model used in many SLP works,
allowing that instantiation of the model to compare with existing work.
3.3 Specifications
This section details the specifications of the various components of the problem.
3.3.1 Data Aggregation Scheduling
In this section, DAS is defined in three increasingly weaker variants.
Definition 1 (Non-colliding slot). Given a network G = (V,E), a node n ∈ G,
and a slot i in which n can transmit its payload, i is non-colliding for n iff ∀m ∈
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Attacker Process (R, H , M , s0, D)-A where R is the number of messages an attacker can
capture before making a move, H is the number of the most recently visited locations, M is the
number of moves the attacker can make in a single period, s0 is the initial location of the attacker
A, and D is a function that A uses to select its next location, based on its history and set of
messages captured.
variables
% history of recent locations, current location
history[], curLoc : array of node ids of size H, int init 〈〉, s0;
% set of messages received, number of moves made, history index
msgs, moves, num: set of msgs, int, int init ∅, 0, 0
constants
period : timer; % obtained from DAS schedule denoted by α
actions
NextP :: timeout(period) → msgs, moves := ∅, 0;
set (period , α)
ARcv :: rcv 〈l,m〉 →
if |msgs| < R then
msgs ∪ {l};
fi;
Decide:: msgs 6= ∅ →
if (moves < M) then
if (H > 0) then
history[num] := curloc;
num := (num + 1) mod H;
fi;
curloc := D(msgs, history);
moves, msgs := moves + 1, ∅;
fi
Figure 3.1: A (R, H , M , s0, D)-attacker
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CG(n) ·m.slot 6= i, with CG(n) being the set of nodes in the 2-hop neighbourhood of
n.
Definition 2 (Strong DAS). Given a network G = (V,E), a strong TDMA-based
collision-free data aggregation schedule is a sequence of sets of senders 〈σ1, σ2, . . . , σl〉,
satisfying the following constraints:
1. σi ∩ σj = ∅, ∀i 6= j,
2.
⋃l
i=1 σi = V \ {S},
3. ∀n ∈ σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 : ∀m ∈ N,n ·m. . . S is a shortest path : (m ∈ σj , j >
i) ∨ (m = S)
4. ∀m,n ∈ σj , 1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1 : m 6= n⇒ n 6∈ CG(m) ∧m 6∈ CG(n).
There are four conditions that capture the strong data aggregation scheduling
problem:
1. The first condition stipulates that nodes are allocated at most one time slot in
the schedule.
2. The second condition implies that all nodes (apart from the sink) will get at
least one transmission slot. Taken together, conditions 1 and 2 state that every
node (except the sink) will transmit in exactly one slot in the schedule.
3. The third condition captures the fact that whenever a node transmits a message,
all of its neighbours that are closer to the sink will transmit in a later slot, and
the condition captures the notion of strongly proper slots.
4. The last condition captures the condition for collision freedom, i.e., two nodes
can transmit in the same slot only if they are not in each other’s collision
group.
Definition 3 (Weak DAS). Given a network G = (V,E), a weak TDMA-based
collision-free data aggregation schedule is a sequence of sets of senders 〈σ1, σ2, . . . , σl〉,
satisfying the following constraints:
1. σi ∩ σj = ∅, ∀i 6= j,
2.
⋃l
i=1 σi = V \ {S},
3. ∀n ∈ σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 : ∃m ∈ N,n ·m. . . S is a shortest path : (m ∈ σj , j >
i) ∨ (m = S)
4. ∀m,n ∈ σj , 1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1 : m 6= n⇒ n 6∈ CG(m) ∧m 6∈ CG(n).
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The main difference between the strong and weak versions of DAS is that the
strong version requires a node to have all of its neighbours closer to the sink with a
slot higher than its own, i.e., for a given node n, all of its neighbours that are closer
to the sink need to transmit at a later time than itself. On the other hand, the weak
version requires at least one such neighbour to transmit later.
Definition 4 (Convergecast). Given (i) a network G = (V,E), (ii) a children
function C, (iii) a sink-distance function δ, and (iv) a schedule Ξ, Ξ is called a
convergecast for G iff:
1. Same as Definition 2, item 1
2. Same as Definition 3, item 2
3. ∀m ∈ V : ∀n ∈ C(m) · Ξ(m) > Ξ(n)
4. Same as Definition 2, item 4
With 3 stating every node has a lower slot than its parent.
It has previously been shown that there exists no solution for strong DAS [78],
the specification of which has been provided for completeness. On the other hand,
protocols exist for both weak DAS and convergecast.
3.3.2 Safety Period
The notion of SLP awareness in TDMA-based DAS scheduling is now introduced.
To do this, a concept called safety period is required, which was introduced in [80] to
determine the number of messages needed to capture a source. As provided in [24],
an alternative but analogous definition of safety period is being used where the notion
of time-to-capture is used over messages-to-capture. This is because the metric of
counting messages until capture can potentially be very large or even unbounded
(when the attacker never captures the source), where employing a time limit prevents
such behaviour. The rationale for this is to enforce a finite runtime to create results,
such as capture ratio, experimentally using simulations or otherwise.
Definition 5 (Capture Time of P). Given network G = (V,E), an algorithm P, a
(R,H,M, s0, D)-A attacker, a source S, the capture time δGP,A of P in the presence
of A in G is the minimum time taken for A to capture S in G, i.e., starting from
s0, P provides δGP,A-SLP for S in G in the presence of A.
Now, if P is to be transformed into a SLP-aware protocol Ps, there are two
options: (i) determine the capture time of Ps or (ii) determine the probability of
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capturing S by A in G through Ps during a given time window. In this work, focus
is given to the second option. Now, if the time window is less than or equal to δGP,A,
then the probability is 0 as Ps will (intuitively) be expected to have a higher capture
time than P. Thus, evaluation of the capture probability of S under Ps is needed
during a time window larger than δGP,A, which is called the safety period.
Then, the safety period of S in G in the presence of A is defined as follows:
δGS,A = Cs × δGP,A where typically 1 < Cs < 2 (3.1)
Now, if δGPs,A ≤ δGS,A for a given G,A,S, then the probability is 1.
3.3.3 SLP-Aware DAS
This section presents a decision procedure, called VerifySchedule, that verifies whether
a given DAS schedule can lead to an attacker capturing the source, i.e., reaching
the source within the safety period. The decision procedure, shown in Algorithm 1,
works in a way analogous to model checking, where it returns a violating trace to
show how an attacker can capture a source.
The decision procedure VerifySchedule works as follows: the function Gener-
ateAllAttackerTraces generates all possible traces (i.e., sequence of locations)
that the attacker can take. Any such sequence 〈s0s1 . . . sj〉 has the property that
∀ 0 ≤ i < j, (si, si+1) ∈ E, i.e., the attacker moves one hop at a time. The trace
is then analysed by checking the validity of each step. Each step is checked to see
whether this step of A is allowed by F (by computing the B variable - Line 8) and
by A’s parameters. If a step is not valid, then the trace is discarded. Else, the next
step is considered until the source is reached. When the source is reached, the time
taken is noted. If it is less than the safety period, there is a capture else subsequent
steps are considered. The function returns a boolean value False if a trace of A can
be constructed that satisfies both F and its parameters but ends up capturing S.
Definition 6 (Strong (resp. weak) SLP-aware DAS). Given a network G = (V,E),
a DAS assignment Fs, a (R,H,M, s0, D)-A attacker, a given source node S, Fs is
a strong (resp. weak) SLP-aware DAS protocol for S in G in the presence of A if
and only if:
1. Fs is a strong (resp. weak) DAS.
2. δGFs,A > δ
G
F ,A, for another DAS F
The two conditions for a schedule to be a strongly (resp. weakly) SLP-aware
DAS are:
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Algorithm 1 An algorithm to verify if a TDMA slot assignment is SLP-aware.
. G: network topology, F : schedule, A: attacker
. δ: safety period, S: source
. Function returns boolean, a (violating) sequence, and a (capture) period
1: function VerifySchedule(G, F , A, δ, S)
2: period, num := 0, 0
3: history := [0, . . . , 0]1×A.H
4: P := GenerateAllAttackerTraces(G, F , A, S)
5: while P 6= ∅ do
6: i, pc := 0, Choose(P)
7: while i < |pc| do . pc = n0 · n1 . . .
8: B := 1HopNsWithRLowestSlots(ni, F , A.R)
9: if ni+1 6∈ {m|(m,ni) ∈ E} . Going to an unheard location or not according to A.D
∧ (S(ni+1) 6∈ B ∨ ni+1 6∈ A.D(B, history)) then
10: break
11: if S(ni) > S(ni+1) then
12: period, moves := period + 1, 1
13: else if moves = A.M then
14: break
15: else
16: moves := moves + 1
17: if ni+1 = S ∧ period ≤ δ then
18: return (False, pc, period) . Captured within safety period
19: if A.H > 0 then . Only update history if the attacker is capable
20: history[num], num := ni, (num + 1) mod A.H
21: i := i + 1
22: P := P \ {pc}
23: return (True, ⊥, δ)
1. The schedule has to be a strong (resp. weak) DAS.
2. The capture time of Fs is greater than that of F .
Definition 7 (δ-SLP-aware for S). Given a network G = (V,E), a (R,H,M, s0, D)-
A attacker, a safety period δ, a source S and a DAS schedule Fs: Fs is δ-SLP-
aware2 for S in G in the presence of a (R,H,M, s0, D)-A attacker if and only if
VerifySchedule(G,F ,A, δ,S) = (True,⊥, δ). Otherwise, if VerifySchedule(G,F ,A, δ,S)
= (False, pc, p), then A captures S in G under F within p rounds using pc.
Here, the decision procedure works in a way analogous to model checking
where a counterexample is returned. Similarly, pc represents the counterexample in
terms of the locations the attacker can visit before capturing the source. Further, if
Fs is δ-SLP-aware for S, then δGFs,A > δ.
3.3.4 Fault-Tolerance
DAS and convergecast in the presence of a number of node crashes are now provided
2SLP-aware will also be stated when δ is clear in the context.
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Definition 8 (Fault-Tolerant DAS/convergecast). Given (i) a network G = (V,L),
(ii) a children function C, (iii) a sink-distance function δ, (iv) a schedule Ξ, and (v)
f node crash faults, Ξ is a fault-tolerant strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast in the
presence of faults iff there exists a schedule Ξ′ such that
• Ξ is a strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast in the absence of faults.
• Ξ′ is a strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast in the presence of faults.
• Ξ = Ξ′
A fault-tolerant DAS captures the idea that, in spite of node crashes, the
schedule retains its DAS/convergecast property. However, this may be difficult to
achieve. Hence, it is necessary to provide a weaker notion of fault tolerance in
Definition 9.
Definition 9 (Eventually Fault-Tolerant DAS/convergecast). Given (i) a network
G = (V,L), (ii) a children function C, (iii) a sink-distance function δ, (iv) a schedule
Ξ, and (v) f node crash faults: Ξ has an eventually fault-tolerant strong DAS/weak
DAS/convergecast Ξ′ in the presence of faults if and only if there exists a schedule
Ξ′ such that
• Ξ is a strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast in the absence of faults.
• Ξ violates strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast in the presence of faults.
• Ξ = Ξ′ in the absence of faults f
• Ξ′ satisfies strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast in the presence of faults.
The idea of eventual fault tolerance in the presence of node crashes is that,
temporarily, DAS or convergecast may be violated. The protocol will then eventually
generate a new schedule that satisfies DAS. In the absence of faults, the original
schedule is precluded from changing (i.e., adapting).
3.3.5 Fault-Tolerant SLP-Aware DAS
Before formalizing the notion of fault-tolerant SLP awareness, the meaning of a
DAS/convergecast schedule being SLP-aware is presented.
Definition 10 (SLP Awareness). Given (i) a network G = (V,L), (ii) a children
function C, (iii) a sink-distance function δ, (iv) a schedule Ξ, (v) a source node S
and (vi) a safety period α, Ξ is an SLP-aware strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast
for S iff:
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1. Ξ is a strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast.
2. There is no capture path c in G for S under Ξ, where length(c) ≤ α.
The notion of safety period is that it forces the attacker to capture the source
within a number of (time) steps. Essentially, it rules out trivial solutions such as
exhaustive search. Now, the meaning of fault-tolerant SLP awareness is provided.
Definition 11 (SLP Awareness and (Eventual) Fault Tolerance). Given (i) a
network G = (V,L), (ii) a children function C, (iii) a sink-distance function δ, (iv)
an SLP-aware schedule Ξ, (v) a source node S, (vi) a safety period α and (vii) f
node crash faults, Ξ is a (Eventually) Fault-Tolerant SLP-aware strong DAS/weak
DAS/convergecast iff:
1. Ξ has an (eventually) fault-tolerant strong DAS/weak DAS/convergecast Ξ′ in
the presence of faults.
2. There is no capture path c′ in G \ F under Ξ′, where length(c′) ≤ α and F is
the set of crashed nodes with |F | = f .
It is shown in Chapter 6 that it is impossible to develop an SLP-aware schedule





This chapter outlines the specifics for implementation and testing of algorithms in
order to gather results.
4.1 OS and Simulator
A number of OSes exist for WSN and IoT use cases, many with different features
and benefits.
4.1.1 TinyOS and TOSSIM
The first one examined was TinyOS (version 2.1.2) [85]. TinyOS is the oldest of the
OSes examined, but that also means that it has been documented and supported for
a long time. It has a number of design decisions that allow it to run on incredibly
resource-constrained devices. It is implemented in a dialect of C known as nesC [59],
which adds the ability to define components and interfaces and specify how they
interact. This is done at compile time, which means component interactions are
fixed at runtime.
TinyOS also has its own simulator known as TOSSIM [86]. TOSSIM only
supports TinyOS to simulate, and simulates only one platform (MICAz). This is
because TOSSIM is heavily integrated with TinyOS, replacing low-level components
with some of its own during compilation which also means the CPU is not simulated
on a per-instruction basis and an abstraction is created for how messages are sent
over the wireless medium. This reduces the accuracy of the simulation, however
allows the size of networks to increase up to 1000 nodes while still being performant.
Additionally, previous SLP work has been performed using TinyOS and
TOSSIM which provides a framework containing a large amount of the features
required (see Appendix A).
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4.1.2 Contiki and COOJA
Contiki [45] is an alternative to TinyOS written in C. Contiki supports the concept
of running multiple processes concurrently in the programming model [50] that can
be resolved to suit the device at compile time.
Contiki can be simulated in COOJA [94]. COOJA also supports running
other binaries, including those created using TinyOS. COOJA is a much more
in-depth simulator than TOSSIM, as it also simulates the processor of the node
which gives it the ability to run many different binaries made for different targets.
Another benefit of this is that executing code advances a node’s clock, unlike in
TOSSIM where code execution takes no simulator time to perform. While COOJA
strives for accuracy of simulation, this severely impacts the speed and scalability of
simulations.
4.1.3 Choice
The chosen OS to use is TinyOS. This decision is mainly driven by being able to
use a simulator that can scale, i.e. TOSSIM, which will only run TinyOS code. The
algorithms created in this thesis will be simulated in a networks of varying sizes,
including those considered to be large-scale deployments, which COOJA could not
run at any acceptable speed.
Additionally, the existence of an operational SLP framework wrapping TinyOS
finalised the decision.
4.2 Network Configuration
Throughout this thesis the networks to be tested are comprised of nodes in a square
grid. Simulations are performed on network sizes of 7× 7 (49 nodes), 11× 11 (121
nodes), 15 × 15 (225 nodes), 21 × 21 (441 nodes) and 25 × 25 (625 nodes). This
variety of sizes shows algorithm utility and levels of SLP provided across different
network scales.
The sink node (the data collection point) is placed in the exact centre of
these networks, while the source of messages is placed in one corner.
The separation between nodes is 4.5m vertically and horizontally. This
distance allows for communication to occur in only vertical and horizontal directions
(not diagonally) in the ideal communication model (communication models are
explained in further detail in Section 4.3).
This network configuration has been selected largely due to the properties
derived from its degree of connectivity:
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• The connectedness of the network is sufficient to test the properties of the
solutions while also remaining suitable for very resource-limited motes in terms
of memory. The mote being simulated is the MICAz and the chosen OS is
TinyOS (as described in Subsection 4.1.1). Due to TinyOS lacking support
for dynamic memory allocation (which is understandable in such a resource-
constrained environment), memory is statically allocated at compile time within
the binary that is flashed to the device. The MICAz has 128K of program
memory, which includes the statically allocated memory, severely limiting
the capability of the device to store two-hop neighbourhood information (as
required in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) if the network is too connected. While
this is a limitation of the chosen platform, it shows that these solutions can
be employed on devices of extremely low cost compared with other motes
within certain connectivity assumptions. For any use-case that involves a
higher degree of connectivity, motes with increased memory can be used but
would involve an increase in deployment cost. It is also important to note that
memory usage is not increased based on network size, so scalability of these
solutions is not compromised.
• An additional aspect of limiting the degree of connectivity is to provide a
substantial network diameter for all simulated network sizes which provides
an attacker model with more options for longer paths and provides an easier
examination of their efficiency than if the network is highly connected, as the
sink-source distance would be significantly reduced. For instance, the higher
the degree of network connectivity, the fewer available paths exist to create a
diversionary route for the attacker to follow.
• Debugging or analysing simulations containing between 49 and 625 nodes is
a complex and time-consuming task. These processes can be simplified by
providing a method of examination through visual aid. By providing a clean
structure to the network and having clear limitations on potential recipients
of message transmissions and limited options in attacker movement patterns,
examination of the solution or attacker behaviour is far more intuitive to
visualise and as such rationalise.
• Using a consistent network configuration as a control variable throughout this
work allows for comparisons between more valuable aspects of the research,
such as the varying solutions proposed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
• Finally, while network configuration is certainly useful to analyse, it is not the
priority of this research. It has however been declared as a potential option of
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Table 4.1: Low-Asymmetry LinkLayerModel Parameters
Name Value
PATH LOSS EXPONENT 4.7




S [0.9 −0.7; −0.7 1.2]
WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE 4
furthering this research with future endeavours in Section 8.2.
Additionally, examination of algorithms and other aspects of WSNs in the
context of a grid topology has been performed in existing research [17, 60, 108, 109].
4.3 Simulation Parameters
The WSN simulation environment that is used in this work is TOSSIM, TinyOS’s
(version 2.1.2) own discrete event network simulator. Two communication models are
compared, the first being an ideal model which sets a fixed signal receive strength
when in range, making it almost 100% reliable. The second, named low-asymmetry,
is generated using the LinkLayerModel provided with TinyOS and the parameters
shown in Table 4.1. Low-asymmetry gives the simulation a small probability of
packet losses and links becoming unidirectional, more akin to a real-world application.
The noise model used is the first 2500 lines of the casino-lab noise file provided with
TinyOS.
A safety period (the length of time that the source can be prevented from
capture) is also provided. The time taken to reach the source in a protection-
less TDMA DAS environment is periodLength × (∆ (Sink − Source) + 1), where
∆ (Sink − Source) is the number of hops between the sink and source, as this is
the time it would take for the attacker to travel one of the shortest paths to the
source. Therefore, an upper bound of periodLength× (∆ (Sink − Source) + 1)×1.5
is used. The reasoning behind selecting the factor of 1.5 is that the solutions in this
work are designed to take the attacker on a diversionary route around the network
before the attacker finally arrives at the source. An assumption is used that the
location of the asset, and as such the source, will have changed by the time this route
has been followed and the attacker will arrive at the stale source location, as such
failing to capture the asset. Specifically using the factor of 1.5, when coupled with
the previously defined network configuration, provides ample time for the attacker
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to reach the source if the diversionary route has not been followed or the route
was not sufficient enough to slow the attacker but will have expired if an adequate
diversionary route was created and followed by the attacker.
4.4 Metrics
In order to gauge the effectiveness of algorithms, a number of metrics must be
selected in order to compare them.
Capture ratio is largely considered to be the most important metric, as this
is a strong indicator of the level of SLP that an algorithm provides. Capture ratio is
the percentage of repeats where the attacker captured the source in a time less than
the safety period.
Other metrics are used to examine the suitability of the algorithm for general
use and any trade-offs that may have occurred while attempting to provide SLP.
These metrics are used as necessary when the scenario requires them. They are:
normal message send rate, normal message receive ratio, normal message latency
and SLP message overhead.
4.5 Testbed Deployment
WSN testbeds are real-world deployments in a controlled environment. There are a
number of testbeds open to academic use.
There are two main problems to selecting a testbed for this research. The
first is compatibility with TinyOS, the OS used to develop implementations of the
algorithms. Secondly, due to the nature of the algorithms, a good amount of spatial
redundancy is a must between the source and the sink in order to create a diversionary
route.
Due to a lack of many publicly-available testbeds, also combined with the
above criteria, reduced the set of available testbeds to zero.
For example, Flocklab [87], a testbed with compatibility for TinyOS, looked
promising. However, [25] shows that even broadcasting at the minimum power level,
the network is still too small. Figure 4.1 shows the probabilities of message delivery
along links in Flocklab at the lowest radio power (making the network as sparse as
possible). The diameter of the network is not very large, leaving a short distance
between source and sink as well as still being quite heavily connected. This is not
suitable for the algorithms presented in the remainder of this thesis, as there is not
much opportunity (not many paths available) to divert the attacker away from the
source.
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This leads me to conclude that without a larger, sparser testbed, it is not




































































































































































Developing an optimal and valid TDMA schedule is known to be NP-complete [106].
However, the proposal is to add SLP as another optimization criterion in the design
of optimal TDMA schedules. The aim is thus to generate SLP-aware slot assignments
utilising an evolutionary method in order to produce schedules that are valid for the
network and also provide SLP.
Genetic algorithms have been used for a wide variety of purposes in the sensor
networks field. They have been used to find optimal parameters for routing protocols,
such as LEACH [91], where it was used to determine weightings for combining
multiple heuristics to determine which node became the next cluster head. The goal
of this was to increase network lifetime by balancing energy loss between nodes more
effectively. In [37], they went so far as to produce a new routing protocol created
by a GA that is comparable to LEACH in order to use the least energy possible for
those networks that harvest energy from the environment rather than batteries.
Genetic algorithms have also been used in the deployment of WSNs. The
maximum coverage sensor deployment problem (MCSDP) is the problem of finding
the minimum number of nodes required to cover a certain area [115]. Additionally,
further work has been performed such that the deployment is augmented to find a
solution that maximises the network lifetime by reducing energy requirements [92].
The allocation of TDMA time slots using genetic algorithm-related methods
has previously been investigated [31, 44, 106] and finding an optimal TDMA schedule
has been shown to be NP-complete [106]. So generating a TDMA schedule is a
suitable problem for obtaining a near optimal result with GAs [6]. As the problem
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exists in NP, a benefit is that there exists a polynomial-time method of checking a
solution’s validity which is necessary as an efficient method is required for use as a
fitness function.
Genetic algorithms search the solution space to provide a good approximation
of the optimal solution (should one exist). They face no restrictions on the variables
to be optimised (for instance, requiring a continuous range of values) and are generally
applicable to any optimisation problem. In fact, they can provide good solutions to
a wide variety of optimisation problems assuming their characteristics are defined
suitably. Due to this versatility, and as they have already been shown to produce
positive results in generating TDMA schedules, adding a reasonable number of
additional constraints to the problem to provide both DAS and SLP was determined
to be a suitable adaptation of the existing methods. Once discovered that this
method could indeed produce the desired schedules, these properties were further
developed into the following five contributions:
1. The SLP problem is mapped onto a GA problem.
2. Suitable crossover, mutation and selection operators are presented to expedite
the generation of optimised schedules.
3. The notion of Pareto optimality is used to compare the various generated
schedules using two different fitness functions for analysis.
4. Simulations are performed in both ideal and realistic environments, showing
metrics about the generated solutions such as near optimal capture ratio and
high packet delivery ratio.
5. Those solutions that lie on the Pareto frontier are examined and the optimal
solution of those generated for a specific network configuration is determined.
The chapter is structured as follows. The GA and its operators are detailed
in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 explains Pareto efficiency and its utility in this context.
Section 5.3 describes how the GA generates solutions, the experiments to be run and
any further experimental information not already defined in Chapter 3. The results
from the simulations are shown and discussed in Section 5.4 and a summary of this




The algorithm selected for this work is the generic and standard genetic algorithm
using non-standard and optimised genetic operators for the problem domain. One
reason for this selection is so a genetic algorithm can be built to the required
specification and optimised for the SLP problem.
The selected algorithm is not a true, multi-objective genetic algorithm. [34]
finds that using a scalar combination of fitness scores speeds up computation over
using a multi-objective algorithm, at the disadvantage of being unable to discover
concave Pareto fronts. Due to the comparison of the two different fitness qualities that
will be evaluated to determine the Pareto front (further explained in Section 5.2), a
concave Pareto front is not expected and as such using a scalar combination of fitness
scores to decrease computation time was determined to be the correct approach.
However, the usage of a more advanced, true multi-objective GA, NSGA-II [38], is
examined as a comparison.
5.1.2 Genome Representation
For this problem, the representation must contain a graph G = (V,E), where E is
the set of edges between nodes in V who are within communication range. Each
node in V is also labelled with a slot value, the number of hops from the sink, a
parent node and a set of child nodes.
The reason that this representation differs from that used by [106] is that
it is incapable of portraying the additional constraints required by DAS, so a full
graph representation must be used instead.
5.1.3 Genetic Operators
As described in [106], providing operators with a context of the problem domain
and forcing the creation of valid solutions after each operator’s function can aid in
providing better solutions using less generations at a performance cost at each step.
The operators described below each produce genomes that are valid DAS solutions.
Initialisation
The initialisation function is required to create an individual to be included in the
initial population.
Algorithm 2 performs the network initialisation. Within the algorithm, the
first stage is to initialise all attributes of each node with sensible defaults. The
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parameter maxSlots is used to provide a number of pseudo slots for the genetic
algorithm to assign during operation. Providing a number too large will result in
more slot values being different (thus more slots used in the final solution) where
providing too few will result in the genetic algorithm struggling to find a solution.
In the final solutions, all pseudo slot values are normalised to their minimum range.
The next stage creates a DAS parent-child tree from the nodes, changing slot values
to ensure the genome conforms to the DAS specification. The function, SetParent,
sets a node’s parent and also adds the node to the parent’s children set.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for initialising a genome
. g: genome, sink: sink node, maxSlots: number of pseudo slots
1: function Initialise(g, sink,maxSlots)
. First initialise all nodes with some values
2: for all node ∈ g do
3: if node = sink then node.slot := maxSlots
4: else node.slot := RandomInteger(1,maxSlots− 1)
5: node.hop := ShortestPathLength(g, node, sink)
6: node.parent := ⊥
7: node.children := ∅
8: repeat := 1
9: while repeat do
10: repeat := 0
. Assign a parent to each node without one
11: for all node ∈ {n | n ∈ g \ {sink} ∧ n.parent = ⊥} do
12: slotChanged := 0
13: parentChoice := GetPotentialParents(g, node)
14: SetParent(g, node,Choose(parentChoice))
15: if node.slot ≥ node.parent.slot then
16: node.slot := node.parent.slot− 1
17: slotChanged := 1
. Resolve collisions
18: nhs := GetTwoHopNeighbourhoodSlots(g, node)
19: while node.slot ∈ nhs do
20: node.slot := node.slot− 1
21: slotChanged := 1
22: if slotChanged then
23: for all c ∈ node.children do
24: SetParent(g, node,⊥)
25: repeat := 1
26: return g
Crossover
The crossover operator is used to combine two parent individuals together to create
two children which incorporate features from both parents.
The crossover operation is contained within three functions in Algorithm 3:
Crossover, OneCrossover and CheckCrossover. Crossover is a wrapper
function that simply selects the node which will be the head of the crossover and
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returns the product of performing crossover for each child. OneCrossover gets
the subnetwork that is being introduced to the child and overwrites those elements
in the new child genome. CheckCrossover is where any issues pertaining to the
validity of DAS get resolved, by starting at the crossover node and recursing through
all descendents.
Figure 5.1 shows an example execution of this method. Starting with a father
and mother genome, the algorithm begins by selecting the crossover node, which
in this case is at the coordinates (4, 4). Then, the DAS parent-child tree structure
from the father is transplanted into a clone of the mother solution (the daughter)
and the same occurs for the mother to the father (creating the son). The slot values
and the DAS structure can then be altered to ensure DAS validity remains in the
child genomes.
Algorithm 3 Crossover two genomes
. father: father genome, mother: mother genome, sink: sink node
1: function Crossover(father,mother, sink)
2: son, daughter := father, mother
3: crossoverNode := Choose(father \ {sink})
4: son := OneCrossover(son,mother, crossoverNode)
5: daughter := OneCrossover(daughter, father, crossoverNode)
6: return son, daughter
7: function OneCrossover(g1, g2, crossoverNode)
8: subnetwork := GetDescendents(g2, crossoverNode)
9: for all node ∈ subnetwork do
10: g1[node].slot := g2[node].slot
11: if g2[node].parent ∈ subnetwork then
12: SetParent(g1, node, g2[node].parent)




17: function CheckCrossover(g, node)
18: if g[node].parent = ⊥ then
19: parentChoice := GetPotentialParents(genome, node)
20: SetParent(g, node,Choose(parentChoice))
21: if g[node].slot > g[node].parent.slot then
22: g[node].slot := g[node].parent.slot
23: nhs := GetTwoHopNeighbourhoodSlots(g, node)
24: while g[node].slot ∈ nhs do
25: g[node].slot := g[node].slot− 1
26: for all child ∈ g[node].children do
27: CheckCrossover(g, child)
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14 55 56 25 7 9 27
38 57 80 81 8 10 28
37 75 77 82 17 70 29
73 76 78 85 84 71 30
69 43 75 4 83 79 18
68 42 74 3 45 52 51
67 5 6 2 1 50 15
(a) Father genome
33 60 61 39 36 35 32
34 63 62 66 47 46 16
31 64 65 72 48 43 41
13 14 27 85 49 44 42
11 12 26 61 60 59 58
22 23 24 59 43 42 54
19 20 21 58 41 40 53
(b) Mother genome
14 55 56 25 7 9 27
38 57 80 81 8 10 28
37 75 77 82 17 70 29
73 76 78 85 84 71 30
69 43 75 4 60 59 58
68 42 74 3 43 42 54
67 5 6 2 41 40 53
(c) Son genome
33 60 61 39 36 35 32
34 63 62 66 47 46 16
31 64 65 72 48 43 41
13 14 27 85 49 44 42
11 12 26 61 60 59 18
22 23 24 59 45 52 51
19 20 21 58 41 50 15
(d) Daughter genome
Figure 5.1: An example of performing crossover at node (4, 4)
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Mutation
The mutation operator is an attempt to further introduce diversity into the population
to prevent stagnation.
Algorithm 4 begins by defining a range in which the new slot value should
be chosen. The maxDiff parameter denotes the maximum range in which a slot
value can be altered. Should the node have no children, the slot value is reduced by
one, which repeats should there be a slot collision in the two-hop neighbourhood.
The reason for this is to prevent a large variety of different slot values at the edges
of the network. Otherwise, the low end of the slot range is refined to be within the
acceptable range that the children of the node set (i.e. a parent node cannot have a
lower slot value than its children). A new slot is then attempted to be randomly
selected (avoiding slot collisions) subject to the parameter attempts which limits the
number of times this is tried before exiting with failure.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of the algorithm in operation. For the example,
the mutation rate is set to 10%, which is too high for normal operation but useful to
see the effect of the operator. All cases of the algorithm can be seen, such as nodes
with no children being reduced minimally (at coordinates 〈6, 6〉 and 〈2, 4〉 in the
figure), nodes with children that have a range of slots to select from (at coordinates
〈2, 2〉, 〈5, 3〉 and 〈5, 4〉) and finally nodes that have children but failed to change slot
(at coordinates 〈1, 0〉 and 〈4, 1〉).
Algorithm 4 Randomly alter slot values within DAS constraints
. g: genome, node: node to mutate
. maxDiff : the maximum range of values to select new slot from
. attempts: the number of attempts to make at mutating the slot
1: function Mutate(g, node,maxDiff, attempts)
2: highest, lowest := node.parent.slot, highest−maxDiff
3: nhs := GetTwoHopNeighbourhoodSlots(g, node)
4: if node.children = ∅ then
5: node.slot := highest− 1
6: while node.slot ∈ nhs do
7: node.slot := node.slot− 1
8: else
9: for all child ∈ node.children do
10: if child.slot > lowest then
11: lowest := child.slot
12: while attempts > 0 do . If attempts reaches zero, mutation failed
13: newSlot := RandomInteger(lowest+ 1, highest− 1)
14: if newSlot /∈ neighbourhoodSlots then
15: node.slot := newSlot
16: break
17: else
18: attempts := attempts− 1
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18 19 20 45 44 34 33
13 15 42 47 46 35 28
14 16 17 48 31 30 29
12 26 27 53 52 8 7
11 25 24 51 50 6 4
10 23 40 41 49 43 3
9 22 39 38 37 36 2
(a) Before mutation
18 19 20 45 44 34 33
13 15 42 47 46 35 28
14 16 21 48 31 30 29
12 26 27 53 52 32 7
11 25 22 51 50 5 4
10 23 40 41 49 43 3
9 22 39 38 37 36 1
(b) After mutation
Figure 5.2: An example mutation using algorithm 4
Selection
The selection operator is used to select solutions from the new population to be
entered into the next generation.
Standard tournament selection will be used where the number of solutions in
each tournament is 2. Algorithm 5 shows the tournament selection method for a
variable value of the number of solutions per tournament, t.
Algorithm 5 Select an individual from the population using tournament selection
. pop: population, t: number of genomes to compete in each tournament
1: function Select(pop, t)
2: best := pop[RandomInteger(0, pop.size)]
3: if t = 1 then return best
4: for i := 2→ t do
5: next := pop[RandomInteger(0, pop.size)]
6: if Fitness(next) > Fitness(best) then best := next
7: return best
5.1.4 Fitness Functions
The fitness function is used to assign a numerical worth to each individual in the
population based upon its perceived quality. This score is then used by the selection
operator in order to choose the best individuals for crossover and mutation.
The results from two different fitness functions will be examined. Algorithm 6
shows the first fitness function, which simply provides a value in the range [0, 1]
depending on the total number of slots used to generate the solution, where 0 would
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be given if each node had its own time slot (the worst case) and 1 if each node had
the same slot, which is not possible due to the DAS constraints. Therefore, the best
achievable score for this function is unknown. Additionally, the function returns 0 if
the attacker path intersects the source, as the solution does not provide SLP.
The second function (Algorithm 7) performs the same as the first with the
additional optimisation of making the attacker move as far away from the source as
possible. With the first function, the attacker path can be liable to take the attacker
closer to the source. This is undesirable, as in the case of link failures and node
crashes along the path that it is desired that the attacker takes, the attacker could
leave the predicted path and travel to the source, thus capturing the asset. In this
chapter, only the occurrence of link failures due to noise on the wireless channel will
be examined. This function also provides a value in the range [0, 1], with 1 being
scored if the path leads the attacker as far away as allowed by the network. By
using the parameter w, a weighting is provided to emphasise the further distance
aspect over the regular total slot reduction. In this work, w = 0.25, meaning that
slot usage is weighted at 75% and the distance is weighted 25% of the total fitness
score returned.
The reason for comparing two fitness functions is that the second provides a
better solution in an unreliable network, but it is unknown how this will affect the
slot usage reduction process.
Algorithm 6 Slot usage fitness
. g: genome, src: source node
1: function SlotUsageFitness(g, src)
2: if src ∈ AttackerPath(g) then return 0
3: uniqueSlots := {node.slot | node ∈ g}
4: return (|g| − |uniqueSlots|) / |g|
Algorithm 7 Distance from source and slot usage fitness
. g: genome, source: source node
. w: the weighting for attacker paths end points distance to the source
1: function DistAndSlotUsageFitness(g, src, w)
2: if src ∈ AttackerPath(g) then return 0
3: endNode := AttackerPathEnd(g)
4: dist := ShortestPathLength(g, src, endNode)
5: diameter := NetworkDiameter(g)
6: distScore := w × (dist / diameter)
7: slotScore := (1− w)× SlotUsageFitness(g, src)
8: return distScore+ slotScore
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5.2 Pareto Efficiency
After running the genetic algorithm, multiple competing solutions will be generated.
Since the concern is maximising the level of source location privacy while minimising
the number of slots and maximising the path distance between a source and the end
point of an attacker, this search process is a multi-objective optimisation process.
As such, no universal definition of an optimum can be given. One solution for an
appropriate definition of optimality in multi-objective optimization was given by
Vilfredo Pareto in 1896. This definition expresses that a solution is Pareto-optimal if
there exists no other feasible solution which would decrease some objective without
causing a simultaneous increase in at least one other objective [84].
More formally, consider a set of n solutions si . . . sn, with a solution si being a
vector of m attributes, i.e., si = 〈a1i . . . ami 〉, a
j
i ∈ R. A solution si is Pareto-optimal
if there is no other feasible solution sj where j 6= i such that, for a given set of
m utility functions U1 . . . Um, 〈U1(a1j ), . . . , Um(amj )〉 ≥ 〈U1(a1i ), . . . , Um(ami )〉 with at
least one attribute akj such that Uk(a
k
j ) > Uk(a
k
i ). On the other hand, if such a
solution sj exists, then sj is a Pareto improvement on si.
Given a set of feasible solutions (and a way of valuing them), the Pareto
frontier is the set of choices that are Pareto efficient. Formally, given a solu-
tion space S, the Pareto frontier of S, denoted by P (S) is P (S) = {s ∈ S|∀s′ ∈
S s.t s′ is not a Pareto improvement on s}.
Using Pareto dominance allows a comparison of many solutions, where one
can easily analyse the tradeoffs between selecting any one solution compared with
another.
5.3 Experimental Setup
In this section the environment and methods used to generate the results in Section 5.4
are described. This genetic algorithm1 was implemented using Python, the Pyevolve
genetic algorithm framework [96], and the graphing library NetworkX [65]. An
implementation of the multi-objective genetic algorithm NSGA-II [38] was utilised.
5.3.1 Genetic Algorithm Parameters
The main parameters for a genetic algorithm are elitism, crossover rate, mutation
rate, population size and total generations.
1The source code for the genetic algorithm can be found at github.com/jack-kirton/
slp-tdma-das-genetic
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Elitism is the number of copies of the best solution from the previous gener-
ation that should be entered into the next generation unaltered (i.e. no crossover
or mutation). A value of 1 was chosen for this parameter as taking a single copy
of the best solution from the previous generation to the next allows for the genetic
algorithm terminating, ensuring that at least one solution that is supposedly good is
available to present at the end of the algorithm.
The values of crossover rate, mutation rate and population size are set to the
Pyevolve defaults of 90%, 2% and 80 respectively. The values chosen for parameters
are sensible defaults. Finding the most optimal parameter configuration is left as an
exercise for future work. Total generations for this work is capped at 200, which was
shown through testing to be a reasonable compromise between time taken and quality
of result. For results that optimise each fitness score further, more generations can
be used at the cost of time.
5.3.2 Network Configuration
This is largely as described in Section 4.2 with the exception that only the 11× 11
(121 nodes) network size is used. Utilising only this size of network to evaluate was
done as increasing the network size increases both the genetic algorithm schedule
generation time, the simulation time and even the number of simulations that need to
be run should multiple different sizes be evaluated. Limiting the network to this size
enabled gathering of a substantial number of solutions from the GA and to simulate
them all with adequate repetitions to improve accuracy of the metrics. An even
smaller network could have been used but the selected size balances computation
time while still being large enough to produce interesting results.
5.3.3 Simulation Parameters
These are largely as described in Section 4.3, with only the number of repeat
simulations differing. A total of 100 solutions per fitness function (for a total of
200) will be created by the genetic algorithm. Each of these will have a unique
slot assignment compared with the others, providing a different operating scenario
between each solution. To gather results about the efficacy and efficiency of the
solutions, approximately 600 runs of each solution will be performed in the simulator




Most parameters for the algorithm are provided by the generated genetic algorithm
solution (i.e. number of slots). Two that are not provided are the dissemination and
slot period lengths. These values were set to 0.5 seconds and 0.1 seconds respectively.
During the simulation, no data will be transmitted in the dissemination period as
all nodes are aware of the data they require at compile time. Time synchronisation
would normally be used in this period but this is not modelled by the simulator.
Given the number of slots and the dissemination/slot periods, the rate at which the
source sends messages (the source period) can be calculated as the desire is for the
source to send a single message per TDMA period.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Expected Outcomes
Four metrics from the TOSSIM simulations will be examined: messages sent, capture
ratio, message receive ratio and latency. A comparison will be made between
combinations of fitness function and communication model for each solution produced
by the GA.
The number of messages sent is expected to be similar across all solutions.
There will likely exist variation between solutions depending on the total number of
slots utilised, as this implicitly defines the length of a TDMA period. Better slot
utilisation will result in a quicker TDMA period, resulting in a higher message send
rate.
Capture ratio should be 0% for both fitness functions with the ideal commu-
nication model. This is because there should be no radio interference causing the
attacker to leave the predicted path. However, with the low-asymmetry communica-
tion model, because of the noise and varying link qualities, both fitness functions
should show varying capture ratios. Between the two fitness functions, it is expected
that the slot usage fitness function will have more solutions of a higher capture ratio
than that of slot usage and path distance.
Message received ratio is the percentage of normal messages sent by the
source that were received by the sink. The message received ratio should be close
to 100% for the ideal communication model due to perfect link quality, whereas
low-asymmetry will provide slightly less.
Latency is the amount of time taken for normal messages sent by the source
to reach the sink. The expectation is that the messages will travel from source to
sink in a maximum time of the TDMA period (excluding the dissemination period).
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This is due to the design of DAS, where messages should be able to travel from any
point in the network to the sink in a single period due to the path of increasing slot
assignments.
Those solutions selected from the Pareto frontier will be examined in further
detail, finally determining the optimal solution for the configuration.
5.4.2 Genetic Algorithm
Figure 5.3 shows two example solutions produced by the GA, each using a different
fitness function. Figure 5.3a shows a solution using the standard slot usage fitness
function and Figure 5.3b shows a solution using slot usage and optimising the attacker
path end’s distance from the source.
In both examples contained in Figure 5.3, blue circles are normal nodes with
the source node being labelled as a green square in the top left and the sink node
being placed in the centre as a black octagon. The yellow hexagons are the nodes that
the GA has predicted the attacker will follow through the network, known as path
nodes. The reason that the attacker will follow this path is that each next node in the
path has the lowest slot assignment in the surrounding one-hop neighbourhood, which
means the attacker will hear from that node before any others. The connecting lines
between the nodes show the DAS parent-child hierarchy, which is a tree structure
rooted at the sink node. As previously stated, to ensure DAS-compliance, each node
(bar the sink node) must have a parent that has a higher slot than itself and the
connecting lines show that DAS has been preserved.
What isn’t shown clearly by the examples is that the GA produces attacker
paths that cause the attacker to oscillate between the end two nodes of the path
indefinitely. This is because each of the two nodes at the end of the path has the
lowest slot in the one-hop neighbourhood surrounding the attacker.
Examining the attacker paths visually, the difference between the two fitness
functions can clearly be seen. As expected, including an optimisation to have
the attacker travel as far away from the source as possible has caused the genetic
algorithm to produce solutions that do just that, forcing the attacker into the opposite
corner of the network (or thereabouts).
Figure 5.4a shows the cost of the additional fitness constraint, where slot is
the original fitness function and dist is the function with the distance constraint.
The plot shows generations against the number of slots used by the best candidate of
that generation. The plot was produced using averages from 100 runs of each fitness
function. This plot shows that there is an increase in the number of slots required to
support the additional distance optimisation. However, the difference in total slots
used is still a small value, although this would rise on more connected networks with
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larger numbers of nodes.
5.4.3 Pareto Efficiency
Figure 5.4b shows a plot of solutions comparing the slot usage and path distance
fitness functions. Each point on the plot shows solutions at various generations. The
Pareto frontier can be seen as the maximal boundary over all of the solutions. The
plot shows that solutions can easily maximise the path distance fitness function,
which is intentional as the path distance can only be as large as the network allows,
thus gaining the maximum score. The slot usage fitness function does not allow for
a maximum value to be obtained, causing an apparent maximum of approximately
0.8, on which the Pareto frontier lies. Along the top of the plot, the solutions have
maximised the path distance score but slot fitness increases as the solution is further
to the right. This means every solution on the path-dist = 1.0 line that has a solution
to its right is completely dominated by this solution. This means that along this
line, the only solution that should be selected is the farthest to the right. With this
solution and the others on the plotted line make up the pareto frontier. The two
most promising solutions are slot43 and dist67.
5.4.4 Simulations
The graphs in Figure 5.5 plots metrics from the output of the TOSSIM simulations,
with each column being an output from the GA.
Firstly, Figure 5.5a shows a plot of messages sent per node per second. Using
the rate of message sending rather than total messages sent is a better metric as
simulations may not last the full safety period if the attacker happens to capture
the source. The rate messages are sent appears similar across fitness functions and
identical when changing communication model. This indicates that the differences
are caused by slot utilisation, as predicted.
Figure 5.5b plots the capture ratio of solutions. The plot shows that using
the ideal communication model, capture ratio is very low. With low-asymmetry, the
capture ratio dramatically increases for both fitness functions, however the additional
path distance constraint provides an improvement in both the number of high capture
ratio solutions and the level of capture ratio on these solutions. Low-asymmetry
causes these issues as the attacker leaves the path that the GA predicts it will follow,
due to failing links as well as additional links that the GA did not expect (diagonal
communication). This follows the predicted outcome.
Figure 5.5c plots the message receive ratio of messages sent from the source
that are received by the sink. The ideal communication model performs with almost
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100% receive ratio while low-asymmetry has a slightly lower rate due to the probability
of link failures.
Finally, Figure 5.5d plots the latency of normal messages sent by the source
to be received at the sink. The predicted outcome for all solutions is that the latency
is bounded by a single TDMA period, excluding dissemination period. However, a
handful of solutions of the low-asymmetry communication model do not abide by
this prediction, appearing to approximately double the length of time taken for the
message to travel from the source to the sink. A potential reason for this is that the
normal messages are generated by the application layer, starting the latency timing,
at a point after the transmission slot has ended before the start of the next period.
This could lead to a near doubled latency for the message.
The two solutions making up the Pareto frontier are compared in Figure 5.6,
using the low-asymmetry communication model. Messages sent and normal message
latency differ between the two solutions due to the total number of slots used in
the network. dist67 is better in this regard, using less slots results in messages
traversing from the source to the sink faster than the slot43 solution. The receive
ratio is very consistent between the two solutions meaning either is a good choice.
Finally, capture ratio, while still very small values for both solutions, shows a slight
improvement of dist67 over slot43. With these metrics, it appears that the optimal
solution for this configuration of all generated solutions is dist67 as solutions not
creating the Pareto frontier where eliminated followed by a metric analysis of those
that remained.
5.4.5 Comparison with NSGA-II
In addition to utilising the Pyevolve framework, early tests were performed using an
implementation of NSGA-II [38]. NSGA-II is a multi-objective genetic algorithm
that is capable of producing a Pareto frontier by analysing solution domination over
one another. The group of solutions that dominate all others but not each other is
the Pareto frontier.
Unfortunately, as Figure 5.7 shows, the Pareto frontier is comprised of a large
number of copies of exactly the same solution. It is unclear as to exactly what causes
this lack of diversity in the population, however the selection method is the likely
culprit, as the other genetic operators function well with the other GA. NSGA-II
uses random tournament selection and compares rank followed by crowding distance
to determine the better solution. The use of a crowding distance is supposed to aid
in the selection of more diverse solutions but this does not appear to be the case for
this specific usage.
Due to this selection issue, it also causes early stagnation of the population.
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Table 5.1: The source and safety period combinations for DynamicSPR and ILPRout-
ing in seconds





Inevitably, this causes NSGA-II to underperform compared with the implementation
of the other GA.
5.4.6 Comparison with other SLP solutions
This is the first GA-based TDMA scheduling for SLP in WSNs, making comparisons
against other such schedules difficult. However, for the sake of completeness, compar-
isons are made using the best solution from the GA, with two other state-of-the-art
algorithms that provide SLP at the routing level, namely DynamicSPR [24] and
ILPRouting [21]. Those two protocols are instances of two classes of SLP protocols:
(i) spatially-aware protocols and (ii) temporally-aware protocols [22] respectively.
Due to the nature of these different protocols, different metrics will be applicable
for comparison. Specifically, for spatially-aware protocols, the metric that is most
important will be message overhead, whereas latency is the most important for
temporally-aware protocols.
The same network size (11 × 11) and configuration (source in the top left
and sink in the centre) was used for both algorithms to compare with the results
gathered in this chapter. Further, the same communication (the ideal model) and
noise models (casino-lab provided with TOSSIM) where used for all experiments.
The source period and safety period parameters used for these algorithms are shown
in Table 5.1. The source and safety periods as well as additional parameters for
each algorithm are the same as those used in their respective papers, as these were
proposed as the best parameters for providing the lowest capture ratio.
Since DynamicSPR and ILPRouting target the routing level and the GA-based
solution targets the MAC level, the attacker models used during the comparison are
addressed: the attacker model for the GA solutions has knowledge of the length of
the TDMA period and moves upon hearing the first message during a given period,
whereas the other routing protocols use sequence numbers to ensure that attackers
are moving in a way as to not follow stale data, again following the first message
heard. These different implementations result in very similar behaviour from the
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attacker models.
Capture ratio: The main metric that will be used for comparison is the capture
ratio. Figure 5.8 shows the capture ratios for the different source periods. The
plots show that DynamicSPR has a capture ratio consistently below 0.5% while that
of ILPRouting is higher at approximately 1%. The plots show the most optimal
solution chosen from the GA-generated solutions, dist67, as a comparison. These
comparisons are made under the ideal communication model, providing all three
algorithms with a near-perfect environment. As the plots show, dist67 has a 0%
capture ratio which is better than both DynamicSPR and ILPRouting. Considering
dist67 capture ratio is based upon indefinite prevention of the attacker reaching the
source (at least until the simulation time upper bound) while the other protocols are
based on a safety period, this is an additional benefit of the GA-generated solutions.
Number of messages sent: Figure 5.9a observes that the number of messages
sent by the GA solution is significantly lower than DynamicSPR. Since DynamicSPR
requires fake messages to be sent to be efficient, the number of messages will increase
over the GA solution which only sends application messages.
Latency: Figure 5.9b shows that the latency of the GA solution is approximately
equivalent to ILPRouting with a source period of one. ILPRouting requires messages
to be buffered and aggregated together before being sent, explaining the cause of the
latency. This result is positive because the nature of TDMA usually requires higher
latency due to dividing the medium into set time slots. This shows that the GA is
optimising for minimal slots correctly and is comparable with ILPRouting.
5.4.7 Overview of Results
Firstly, some output from the GA was presented that showed the differences between
the two fitness functions. This clearly displayed the effectiveness of the optimisation
process as the distance fitness function created a path that lead the attacker into
the opposite area of the network. Simulations were performed on 100 solutions for
each fitness function using ideal and more realistic (low-asymmetry) communication
models. This showed that for an ideal scenario, the solutions performed with an
almost 0% capture ratio for every solution. Using the more realistic model, the effect
of additional links and link failures in the network can be seen as both fitness functions
have increased capture ratio. However, the distance fitness function outperformed
the other on average.
The two solutions that lie on the Pareto frontier were then examined in
further detail. This allowed us to select the best solution from the 200 solutions
(named dist67).
Comparisons were made between the GA generation process and the high-
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performance true multi-objective GA known as NSGA-II but found that it caused
early stagnation in the population of solutions, providing inferior results.
Finally, the GA method was compared with two state-of-the-art algorithms,
DynamicSPR [24] and ILPRouting [21]. Comparable capture ratios under the ideal
communication model are shown. However, the best solution selected outperformed
both algorithms in terms of capture ratio, while providing positive results in the
other metrics shown.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the objective was to generate near-optimal SLP-aware TDMA
schedules using evolutionary methods. A number of contributions have been made:
1. The SLP problem has been mapped to a GA problem that solves for a certain
class of attacker (i.e. the distributed eavesdropper) producing suitable crossover,
mutation and selection operators in the process.
2. Alongside producing SLP-aware schedules, two optimisation criteria were
introduced; that of schedule latency and the attacker path leading away from
the source. Thus two fitness functions were provided, one that only reduced
schedule latency and one that combined schedule latency with having the
endpoint of the attacker path as far from the source as possible.
3. The concept of Pareto optimality was used to compare resulting SLP-aware
schedules with the two optimisation criteria of schedule latency and attacker
path.
4. Simulations were performed with both reliable and unreliable communication
models for all generated schedules to show their viability, providing a very low
capture ratio and high delivery ratio to the sink.
The advantages of this proposed method are the near-optimal capture ratio
coupled with the attacker path creation that occurs at no additional message overhead.
Additionally, slot usage is optimised to reduce the total amount used, decreasing
network latency.
A downside of this approach is that the GAs typically run offline making it
unsuitable for WSNs that determine a route online to adapt to the dynamism of
real networks, such as when confronted by asymmetric links or link failures. The
static slot assignment produced by the GA does not compensate for these issues
which cause the attacker to leave the predicted path and travel along an unexpected
route, usually increasing the capture ratio, While some online GA implementations
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exist, due to a sensor node’s limited resources this is not usually feasible. Having a
more powerful sink node calculate the schedule is also possible, with techniques such
as network reprogramming used to deploy it but these also tend to be expensive in
terms of energy.
This conclusion presents the need to generate the schedules online in order to
adapt to changing network conditions.
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(a) Slot usage







13 16 18 20 32 34 33 32 30 29 26
14 17 19 21 33 36 35 34 31 28 27
15 18 20 22 35 38 37 36 33 30 29
16 19 21 23 37 40 39 35 38 31 28
17 20 22 24 39 41 38 37 43 39 38
19 21 23 25 46 48 47 45 44 42 36
18 17 19 22 24 23 44 21 20 18 15
15 16 20 21 15 22 12 19 14 11 12
9 10 12 17 13 14 9 8 7 6 5
3 6 7 15 9 12 11 10 5 3 4
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(b) Slot usage and distance from source
Source Node Path NodeSink Node Normal Node
Figure 5.3: Example solutions produced by the GA using different fitness functions
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(a) A comparison of the slots used for the two fitness functions
slot43
dist67
(b) Slot usage fitness versus path distance fitness
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Communication Model / Fitness Function
(d) Latency
Figure 5.5: Simulation results for 100 outputs from the GA for different GA fitness


















































































































Figure 5.6: Simulation results for the two solutions that lie on the Pareto frontier
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Privacy Using an Online
Distributed Algorithm
This chapter focusses on developing SLP-aware TDMA DAS schedules in an online,
distributed fashion, in the presence of a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker as described in
Section 3.2. This parametrisation is the principal model used in the vast majority
of SLP works, and will be the primary method of analysing the solution defined in
this chapter. As an addition to this parametrisation, further ones are analysed with
respect to the final solution.
In this context, the term online is defined as performing all processing required
for the solution to operate on the sensor nodes themselves. This does not exclude
the use of a setup period for the network to establish itself, as long as said setup is
performed on the nodes. Given this limitation, the solution will have significantly less
information available to it than that of the offline solution presented in the previous
chapter, including having no prior knowledge of the network topology beyond the
existence of the sink node and no indication as to the location of the source node.
The purpose of providing an online solution is that it is highly likely that
the exact topology of the network will not be known before deployment (as the
information created by the offline solution was included in the binary to be flashed to
the motes) and the location of the asset (and as such the source) is almost impossible
to determine before the network is operational. Providing an online algorithm




In this section, some important results regarding SLP-awareness of DAS are presented.
Theorem 1 ((1, 0, 1, s0, D)-attacker and Strong SLP DAS). Given a network G =
(V,E), a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, a safety period δ, a source S, then there is no
strong DAS slot assignment F such that F is δ-SLP-aware for A in the presence of
(1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker.
Proof. Assume such an F exists. Since F is SLP-aware, then δF,A < δ. Denote the
protectionless strong DAS slot assignment by Fs. Now, assume that S is captured
through the following path pcs = 〈s0s1 . . . si . . . sk(= S) . . .〉 (within δs) in Fs and
also assume (k − (i− 1)) = (δ − δs).
Now, assume F has a the same slot assignment as Fs for the first i locations of
pcs, i.e., ∀j, 0 ≤ j < i, F(sj) = Fs(sj). Since F is SLP-aware, then the attacker trace
pcs is not valid under F . Since F and Fs have the same assignment for s0, . . . , si−1,
then, denote by pc the attacker trace under F . Then, pc = 〈s0 . . . si−1s′i . . .〉 and
assume (si, s
′
i) ∈ E. This means that s′i is the “first” node where the attacker needs
to start diverging from pcs to avoid capturing S.
There are three cases to consider:
1. si and s
′
i are the same distance from the sink. Since F is a strong DAS, then
F(s′i) < F(si). Then, a path containing 〈s′isi . . . sink〉 is not the shortest path,
hence F cannot be a strong DAS.
2. s′i is closer to the sink than si. Then, since F(s′i) < F(si), F(s′i) < F(si)
cannot be a strong DAS, as it violates the DAS property.
3. s′i is further from the sink than si. Then, A is one step closer to the source,
meaning that F is (δ − 1)-SLP-aware.
All three lead to a contradiction, so no such F exists.
Theorem 1 suggests that it is impossible to develop a strong SLP-aware DAS.
Thus, weak SLP DAS is the focus from this point onwards. Now, the aim is to
determine whether it is possible to develop a weak SLP DAS that can provide SLP
when any node in the network can be source.
Theorem 2 (Weak SLP for all nodes). Given a network G = (V,E), a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-
A attacker, a safety period δ, then there is no weak DAS algorithm F such that F is
δ-SLP-aware for every node n ∈ V in the presence of (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker.
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Proof. Since F is SLP-aware for all n ∈ V , then it means that A cannot capture n
within δ. At a given node ni, the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker hears a message under
F from node ni+1, say. As R is 1, then the attacker has to move. Since A does
not keep track of history, i.e., H = 0, A moves according to D, defined above. It
then cannot move within this period again as M = 1. Now, assume the sequence of
location visited by A within δ is T = 〈s0 · s1 . . . sk〉. Since F is δ-SLP-aware for all
n ∈ V , it means n 6∈ T . However, there exists a node si, 0 ≤ i ≤ k such that si ∈ T ,
which is a contradiction. Hence, no such F can exist.
The consequence of Theorem 2 is that a given DAS algorithm F can only
provide SLP for some subset of nodes NF . In other words, if a node n 6∈ NF is a
source, then a new DAS schedule F ′ needs to be generated for n. As such, in the
rest of the chapter, focus is on the set of nodes that are at least a certain distance ω
from the sink. Typically, ω should be at least half the source-sink distance, i.e., the
source should not be close to the sink. This set of nodes is denoted by Gω.
Corollary 1. Given a network Gω = (V,E), a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, a safety
period δ, then existing DAS algorithms F are not δ-SLP-aware for every node n ∈ Gω
in the presence of (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, for δ = λ rounds, where λ represents
the minimum hop distance between a source and the sink.
Thus, new DAS algorithms are needed to provide SLP to a set of nodes.
Typically, an existing DAS algorithm F , for a given network G = (V,E),
can only provide δ-SLP to a subset of nodes V ω ⊂ V , where δ is equal to the (sink
source distance) in time periods. However, as mentioned previously, a safety period
δGS,A > δ
G
F ,A is specified and the capture probability is evaluated of a SLP-aware DAS
protocol Fs that is obtained by extending F . In the next section, a novel 3-stage
distributed protocol is presented that achieves the transformation of F into Fs.
6.2 Algorithms
The 3-stage protocol works as follows: Firstly, a normal DAS schedule is generated.
Then, a suitable location is searched for in the network where the attacker can be
tricked for some time. Finally, the trick is to reassign slots to some nodes to ensure
that the attacker takes a longer route towards the source, thus delaying it (causing
the safety period to expire). While slots are reallocated in stage 3, an important
property of the distributed protocol is that the DAS property is preserved.
Algorithm 8 shows a protocol that generates a DAS schedule, Algorithm 9
searches for a suitable location in the network to start a redirection and the final
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phase is shown in Algorithm 10. The working of the protocols will now be explained
and their correctness shall be proven.
6.2.1 Phase 1: DAS Schedule
The protocol for the DAS schedule (Algorithm 8) is started by the sink. A node
keeps track of its potential parents, its distance from the sink and its allocated slot.
When it receives a set of “non-empty” messages, it chooses one of the senders as its
parent and also updates its slot to be less than the minimum of all slots seen. This
novel aspect is to ensure that, when the slot assignment is subsequently refined, then
the sender can very easily identify a new parent. This ensures the DAS property is
satisfied.
On the other hand, when a node broadcasts its state, it includes the state of
its neighbours. A receiving node will then potentially have information about its
2-hop neighbours. It then verifies whether it shares the same slot as one of its 2-hop
neighbours. If it does, then one of the two colliding neighbours will update its slot
value, guaranteeing collision-freedom.
The algorithm satisfies the DAS property as follows:
Lemma 1 (DAS property). Given a network G = (V,E), a sink s ∈ V , the following
invariant holds for the algorithm of Algorithm 8
∀j, k
I1 j.hop = ⊥ ∨ j.par = ⊥ ≡ j.slot = ⊥ ∧ j.Normal = 1
I2 j.slot 6= ⊥ ∧ j.par = k ⇒ k.slot > j.slot
I3 j.slot = k.slot ∧ j.Ninfo[k] 6= ⊥ ⇒ (j.slot′ 6= j.slot ∨ k.slot′ 6= k.slot)
Proof. I1 follows trivially Algorithm 8. I2 is achieved by action process. I3 is also
achieved by the collision resolution part of the process action
Lemma 1 shows that the protocol of Algorithm 8 satisfies both the DAS
property and the collision freedom property.
6.2.2 Phase 2: Node Locator
The node locator protocol of Algorithm 9 searches for a node which is at a certain
distance from the sink. The idea is that the distance of that node is far enough from
the source, typically roughly ω/2, and is shown through the following lemmas.
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Algorithm 8 Phase 1 - DAS algorithm: A slot assignment protocol for data
aggregation scheduling.
. F : DAS protocol for process i
1: variables
2: myN : set of int . Set of neighbours
3: Npar: set of int init ∅ . Set of potential parents
4: children: set of int init ∅ . Set of children
5: Others[]: array of set of int init ∅ . Set of potential competitors
6: Ninfo[]: array of (int,int) . 2-hop neighbourhood information (hop,slot)
7: hop, par, slot: int,int,int init ⊥,⊥,⊥ . DAS information
8: Normal: bool init 1 . Flag for re-computation of DAS
9: start: bool init 1 . Flag to begin algorithm
10: dissem: timer init α . Timer for broadcasting neighbourhood information
11: constants
12: sink: bool . 1 if node is sink, otherwise 0
13: length: int . Length of redirection
14: size: int . Size of the network
15: init :: start → . Sink triggers the protocol
16: if sink then
17: for all n ∈ myN do Ninfo[n]← (⊥,⊥)
18: hop, par, slot, start← 0,⊥, size, 0
19: Ninfo[i].hop,Ninfo[i].slot← hop, slot
20: dissem :: timeout(dissem) → . When dissem times out
21: if slot 6= ⊥ then
22: broadcast DISSEM〈Normal, {Ninfo[j] | j ∈ myN}, par〉
23: set〈dissem,α〉
. Normal dissem message received
24: receiveN :: receive DISSEM〈1, N, p〉 from j →
25: if slot = ⊥ ∧N [j].slot 6= ⊥ then
26: Npar ← Npar ∪ {j}
27: Others[j]← Others[j] ∪ {n|N [n].slot = ⊥}
28: for all n ∈ myN | N [n] 6= ⊥ do Ninfo[n]← N [n]
. Non-normal (update) dissem message received
29: receiveU :: receive DISSEM〈0, N, p〉 from j →
30: if par = j then
31: if slot ≥ N [j].slot then
32: slot← N [j].slot
33: Normal← 0
34: for all n ∈ myN | N [n] 6= ⊥ do Ninfo[n]← N [n]
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Algorithm 8 (cont.) Phase 1 - DAS algorithm: A slot assignment protocol for data
aggregation scheduling.
35: process :: rcv〈〉 → . Finished receiving dissem messages
36: if slot = ⊥ then
. Select parent and calculate DAS info
37: hop← min{h | (h, s) ∈ Ninfo[k], k ∈ Npar}+ 1
38: par ← min{k | k ∈ Npar,Ninfo[k] = (hop, s)}
39: slot← Ninfo[par].slot− rank(i, Others[par])− 1
40: Ninfo[i]← (hop, slot)
41: for all n ∈ myN | Ninfo[n].slot = ⊥ do
42: children← children ∪ {n}
. Detect and resolve collisions
43: if ∃j, j 6= i : Ninfo[j].slot = slot then
44: if hop > Ninfo[j].hop ∨ (hop = Ninfo[j].hop ∧ i > j) then
45: slot← slot− 1
Lemma 2 (Node locator). Given a network G = (V,E), a sink s, and a distance
pr, then the following is an invariant of Algorithm 9:
∀j, k
I1 k.startNode ∧ k.par = j ⇒ (rank(k, children[j]) = |children[j]|) ∧ k.hop = pr
I2 k.par = j∧(rank(k, children[j]) = |children[k]|)∧j.hop < pr ⇒ BCAST 〈SEARCH, j, j.hop+
1, pr〉 ∈ j.k.ch
Proof. I1 is satisfied by the first branch of the ReceiveS action while I2 is satisfied
by the second branch of ReceiveS.
Lemma 3 ((1, 0, 1, s0, D)–A attacker and node locator). Given a network G = (V,E),
a DAS assignment F , and a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker and distance pr, then A will
reach the start node in pr rounds.
Proof. Under the assumption of a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, A can receive a single
message before going to the sender of that message, i.e., the only possible definition
for D. In the first round (i.e., first period), A will move from the sink to the node
from which it first receives a message, i.e., it will move to the child with the lowest
slot among s0’s children. Denoting the number of children the sink has by y, A will
move to the child node i with slot ∆ − y − 1 as a consequence of this condition:
(rank(i , Others[par ]) = |Others[par ]|). Because A moves to a child node with a
smaller slot value, it has to wait for the next period. Thus, the same process is
repeated in subsequent periods until a node with hop value pr is reached by A, which
the attacker reaches after pr periods.
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Algorithm 9 Phase 2 - Node Locator: An algorithm that searches for a suitable
location in the network for where the redirection can occur. The algorithm inherits
variables from Algorithm 8.
. Search protocol for process i
1: variables
2: startSearch: bool init 1 . Start of search
3: startNode: bool init 0 . First node of redirection
4: pr: int init ⊥ . Length of redirection
5: from: set of int init ∅ . To prevent backtracking
6: constants
7: dist: int init SD . Length of search path
8: diam: int init δ . Diameter of network
9: startS :: startSearch ∧ sink → . Begin search process
10: for all c ∈ children do
11: if Ninfo[c].slot = min{Ninfo[k].slot | k ∈ children} then
12: startSearch← 0
13: pathChild← c
14: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, dist〉
. Receive search message
15: receiveS :: receive SEARCH〈k, d〉 from j →
16: from← from ∪ {j}
17: if i = k then
18: if (d = 0) ∧ (Npar \ {par, j} 6= ∅) then
19: startNode← 1
20: pr ← ddist/3e
21: if (d = 0) ∧ (Npar \ {par, j} = ∅) then
22: if children 6= ∅ then
23: pathChild← choose(children)
24: else
25: pathChild← choose(myN \ {par})
26: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, d〉
27: if d > 0 then
28: for all c ∈ children do
29: if Ninfo[c].slot = min{Ninfo[k].slot | n ∈ children} then
30: pathChild← c
31: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, d− 1〉
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6.2.3 Phase 3: Slot Refinement
The protocol of Algorithm 10 works as follows: when a node is selected from the
node selector algorithm of Algorithm 9, the selected node becomes the first to trigger
a change in slots of some nodes. The number of nodes to change slots is either
determined by lenD when nodes have at least two potential parents or until it
encounters a node with only one potential parent. The selected node m chooses one
of its potential parents (but not its parent) as the node to change its slot, i.e., an
“upstream” node n will change its slot. For the attacker to move to n first, the slot
value of n needs to be smaller than all the other nodes in m’s neighbourhood. When
n changes its slot, it has to inform its children to update their slots. This is achieved
by setting Normal to 0, i.e., it is an update phase.
Now, in the DAS algorithm (Algorithm 8), whenever a node disseminates its
state information, it specifies whether the dissemination is an update or not. If it
is an update, a node checks if its slot value requires changing. If it does, then it
changes its slot value to a value less than its parent (to maintain the DAS property)
and also informs its children that an update is required. Up to lenD nodes will start
a slot update.
Lemma 4 (DAS preservation). Given a network G = (V,E), a sink s0, a DAS
slot assignment F (Algorithm 8), a start node n at a distance pr from s0 and a
redirection distance λ, then (Fs = F ◦ SRefine) satisfies the DAS property for G.
Here, A ◦B means executing slot assignment A followed by that of B.
Proof. This is proven in two parts. For the first part, the nodes that have not
changed their slots during the refinement are examined and then nodes that were
updated in the second part.
First part : A node n that hasn’t changed its slot value has not changed
because it either did not receive an update message from its parent m, i.e., a message
with Normal set to 0, or its slot is still smaller than its parent. This is trivially
satisfied in the DAS protocol through the action receiveU.
Second part : When a node n updates its slot, all of its children will receive
an update message through receiveU action. Its children will update their slot by
decreasing their slot values by an amount identical to that of n. Thus, all the children
of n will have slot values less than that of n, preserving the DAS property. Also, a
node n may update its slot because it received a CHANGE message. Since F was a
DAS protocol, and as the refinement then decreases its slot by 1 in action receiveC,
DAS is preserved.
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Lemma 5 (Collision freedom preservation). Given a network G = (V,E), a sink s0,
a DAS slot assignment F (Algorithm 8), a start node n at a distance pr from s0 and
a redirection distance λ, then the slot assignment (Fs = F ◦ SRefine) satisfies the
collision-freedom property for G.
Proof. As F is collision-free and, when a node n decreases its slot by a given value
λ, all of its children also decreases their respective values by λ in action receiveU.
Also, if the new slot now collides with some other nodes, then this is resolved by
action process. Thus, collision-freedom is preserved.
Lemma 6 (SLP provision). Given a network G = (V,E), a DAS slot assignment
(Fs = F ◦SRefine), where F is a weak DAS assignment, a source S, a search distance
α, a redirection distance λ, a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, then Fs is a weak δ-SLP-
aware DAS protocol for S in G in the presence of A, where δ = max(δGP,A, O(α+ λ))
Proof. Fs is a weak DAS follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. Also, since the search path
is α, the node at the end of the search asks a potential parent to change its slot.
This is repeated for λ nodes. Thus, the node at the end of the change chain will be
at a position of at most of α + λ from the sink, requiring (α + λ) periods for the
attacker to reach S. On the other hand, if the attacker is drawn closer to S during
redirection, this is no less than δGP,A.
Theorem 3 (SLP-awareness). Given a network G = (V,E), a DAS slot assignment
(Fs = F ◦SRefine), where F is a weak DAS assignment, a source S, a search distance
α, a redirection distance λ a (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker, then there exists a safety
period δGS,A such that Fs is a weak δGS,A-SLP-aware DAS protocol for S in G in the
presence of A.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 6.
The following is an important remark: The safety period is related to the
network topology and the source location, i.e., different network topologies and
source locations will have different capture times, hence safety periods. Thus, for a
given safety period δ, attacker A and source S, there can exist networks G,G′ such






Algorithm 10 Phase 3 - Slot Refinement: An algorithm that refines the original
slot assignment F . The algorithm inherits variables from Algorithms 8 and 9.
. Slot refinement protocol for process i
1: startR :: startNode → . Begin the change process
2: startNode← 0
3: pathChild← choose(Npar \ {par} \ from)
4: nSlot← min({Ninfo[j].slot | j ∈ myN} ∪ {slot})
5: broadcast CHANGE〈pathChild, nSlot, pr − 1〉
6: receiveC :: receive CHANGE〈p, s, d〉 from j →
7: if d > 0 ∧ i = p then
8: if myN \ {par} \ from 6= ∅ then
9: pathChild← choose(myN \ {par} \ from)
10: slot← s− 1
11: Ninfo[i]← (hop, slot)
12: nSlot← min({Ninfo[k].slot | k ∈ myN} ∪ {slot})
13: broadcast CHANGE〈pathChild, nSlot, d− 1〉
14: if d = 0 ∧ i = p ∧ (myN \ {par} \ from 6= ∅) then
15: Normal, slot← 0, s− 1




Table 6.1 provides a list of the parameters used by the algorithms in these simulations.
SLP DAS inherits all of the parameters from protectionless DAS and adds two
additional parameters (search distance and change length). The search distance is
the number of hops search messages travel away from the sink in order to discover
a suitable starting point for the change path. The change length is the maximum
length of the path the attacker will follow created by altering the slot assignments of
each node within the path. The change length parameter is set to be the sink-source
distance minus the search distance to avoid the case where the attacker ends up close
to the source after its redirection1. This makes the search distance plus the change
length equal to the sink-source distance.
The protectionless DAS algorithm does not have a safety period but in order
to create a capture ratio the simulations have an upper bound of number of nodes×
source period× 4, beginning from the point where the first normal message is sent.
This is because if the attacker does not capture the source before this point then
most likely the attacker has been led away from the source and is trapped in some
other area of the network (i.e. one of the corners). An upper bound is required for the
simulation time mainly as an implementation requirement. Without an upper bound,
should the attacker get trapped in the network looping between a set of nodes, the
simulation would never terminate. The reason that this particular value was selected
is because if an attacker performs an exhaustive search of the entire network, it will
have completed before the upper bound expires even if a significantly sub-optimal
method of search was chosen. Should the upper bound be reached, the conclusion is
drawn that the attacker will never find the source and an exhaustive search would
have been a better option (but not viable as there is an implicit assumption that the
asset and source will have relocated before an exhaustive search of the network can
be completed).
If the attacker is to capture the source, the expected time from when the
first normal message is sent is period length× (∆(Sink − Source) + 1), as this is the
time it would take to traverse one of the shortest paths to the source. The safety
period for SLP DAS was calculated as period length× (∆(Sink − Source) + 1)× 1.5,
where 1.5 is the factor of additional time that SLP DAS is expected to provide over
protectionless DAS.
The routing algorithm being used by both protectionless DAS and SLP DAS
is flooding. Each node broadcasts a message in its time slot, regardless of whether it
1Please observe that this can still happen depending on the specific network topology.
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has received a message from the source. This is because SLP DAS relies on periodic
message broadcasts in order to function correctly, as without them there would only
be messages sent by the source which would cause the attacker to follow one of the




Source Period The rate at which the source generates messages 15s
Slot Period The duration of a single slot 0.1s
Dissemination Period The duration of the dissemination period 5s
Number of Slots The number of slots that can be assigned 100
Minimum Setup Periods The number of periods before the source is activated 60
Neighbour Discovery Periods The number of periods for neighbour discovery 4
SLP DAS
Search Distance The maximum number of hops search messages make 3, 5, 7
Change Length The length of the change path generated ∆(Sink − Source)− SearchDistance
Table 6.1: A list of parameters for the protectionless and SLP DAS algorithms
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6.3.2 Attacker Model
The attacker model is implemented as described in Section 3.2, with an implementa-
tion satisfying the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker for the initial investigation. It is assumed
that the attacker is aware of the period length and thus only performs one move per
period.




The metrics that shall be examined for the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A to determine the efficiency
of the resulting SLP DAS algorithm are (i) capture ratio, (ii) messages send rate
per node, (iii) received ratio and (iv) latency. The differences between protectionless
DAS and SLP DAS will be compared with varying values for search distance.
It is expected that the capture ratio of SLP DAS for any search distance to
be lower than its protectionless counterpart. This is not to say that the expectation
is a 0% capture ratio, as SLP DAS does not take into account the topology of the
network and as such will sometimes create a path to the source. Comparing the ideal
communication model to low-asymmetry, the capture ratio depends on the number
of message collisions and lost messages but as there will be more for low-asymmetry
it is expected that a lower capture ratio for both algorithms using that model.
The message send rate per node should be similar for both algorithms and
regardless of search distance. While the SLP algorithm will have the additional
overhead of search and change messages, this is negligible.
The received ratio depends on the communication model, with the ideal model
approaching 100% and the low-asymmetry model being lower but similar for all
algorithms.
Finally, the normal message latency is expected to be bounded at a maximum
of the slot period multiplied by the number of slots, as this is the maximum time it
would take to travel from the point furthest from the sink to the sink in a period.
Additionally, the latency is expected to increase as the network gets larger, as the
distance between the sink and the furthest point in the network increases. The latency
of both communication models should be similar, as lost messages are discounted
from the latency calculation.
Further investigation will be performed into the effectiveness of varying
attacker models. A comparison is made between the models: (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A,
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(1, 0, 2, s0, D)-A, (2, 0, 1, s0, D)-A, (2, 0, 2, s0, D)-A, (2, 1, 2, s0, D)-A and (2, 2, 2, s0, D)-
A. For this examination, 5 is selected as the search distance parameter and run SLP
DAS with the stated attacker model parametrisations.
When the network is reliable, it can be expected that the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A
attacker will be strongest attacker as it will receive a message from a node closer to the
source first and it will make the move to that node. Specifically, the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A
attacker will not make a move that is worse than other attackers. On the other
hand, when the network is unreliable, e.g., when links are unidirectional or links are
asymmetric, then the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A may not receive a message from a node closer
to the source first. This then reduces the efficacy of the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker.
On the other hand, attackers that can make multiple moves in a given period tend to
be more powerful, as they can potentially overcome the problem of unreliable links.
6.4.2 (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A Attacker
In this section, the results are presented showing the differences between protectionless
and SLP DAS, and compare them to the expected outcomes that were presented
in Subsection 6.4.1.
The capture ratio (shown in Figure 6.1) follows the intuition of the expected
outcome, with each SLP DAS search distance parametrisation providing a lower
capture ratio than protectionless DAS.
The message send rate (shown in Figure 6.2) does not follow the expectation,
as protectionless DAS appears to send messages more frequently than the SLP DAS
algorithms. This counter-intuitive result is due to protectionless DAS sending more
dissemination messages in the setup phase than SLP DAS. This is because two
periods in the SLP DAS setup phase are reserved for sending search and change
messages only, where protectionless DAS has every node send dissemination messages
in these periods.
Receive ratio (shown in Figure 6.3) is also as expected. Each algorithm is
almost identical, with the ideal communication model having a near 100% receive
ratio and the low-asymmetry communication model delivering less messages due to
noisy conditions.
Finally, normal message latency (shown in Figure 6.4) is also as expected,
giving near-identical measurements across algorithms and communication models.
As stated previously, these plots show that this latency is indeed bounded by the
number of slots multiplied by slot length (which totals 10s).
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(b) Low asymmetry communication
model
Figure 6.1: Capture ratio















































































(b) Low asymmetry communication
model
Figure 6.2: Messages sent per node per second










































(b) Low asymmetry communication
model
Figure 6.3: Received ratio
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6.4.3 Further Attacker Model Parametrisations
In this section, the results showing the differences between attacker model paramet-
risations for protectionless DAS and SLP DAS (search distance of 5) are presented,
and compared to the expected outcome presented in Subsection 6.4.1, which is that
the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker is the strongest of the selected models.
The only metric will shall examine is capture ratio as the attacker model used
has no ability to affect any of the other metrics, as the model cannot alter a node’s
behaviour or interfere with network traffic. The capture ratios for each attacker
model are shown in Figure 6.5. As can observed, the highest capture ratio under the
(1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker suggests that this attacker model is indeed the strongest
attacker when the network is reliable (Figure 6.5a and Figure 6.5b). This is due
to the reasons explained earlier in Subsection 6.4.1. On the other hand, attackers
that can make more than one move in a single period are shown to be strong when
the network is unreliable, as they have higher capture ratios for protectionless DAS.
The efficiency of SLP DAS is shown, as the capture ratios of all attackers is reduced.
However, attackers that can make a single move per period, such as (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A
or (2, 0, 1, s0, D)-A will have their capture ratio relatively unchanged in an unreliable
network due to the non-determinism in the move they make, i.e., they may never
take the diversionary path created.
6.4.4 Comparison with other SLP solutions
Compared to the offline solution presented in the previous chapter, this solution
pales in comparison. However, this is largely to be expected as the offline solution
had a perfect, global view of the network while this solution has no such information,
making a comparison between the two nonsensical.
Should any other SLP protocols arise that operate at the MAC-layer of the
network stack, a decent comparison could be made. However, comparing this solution
to those that operate at the routing layer, such as ILPRouting and DynamicSPR,
where a full view of the network topology can potentially be collected, is not a
reasonable comparison to make and doesn’t provide any real insight into the abilities
of this solution.
6.5 Conclusion
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the novel problem of developing a
TDMA DAS schedule that can provide SLP. A number of impossibility results have
been proven and, to counter these negative results, a 3-stage distributed algorithm
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has been developed that transforms any DAS protocol into a corresponding SLP-
aware DAS to a specific class of eavesdroppers. An advantage of SLP-aware DAS
is that traffic re-engineering occurs at no message cost while reducing the capture
ratio.
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(b) Low asymmetry communication
model
Figure 6.4: Normal latency






























































































(d) SLP TDMA DAS — Low asym-
metry communication model
Figure 6.5: Capture ratio
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Chapter 7
Providing Fault Tolerance and
Source Location Privacy
One of the main challenges to overcome in WSNs is node crashes, which occur when
nodes run out of energy or succumb to hardware or software defects. Spatial and
temporal redundancy is necessary and sufficient to design for fault tolerance. A node
crash will cause a path that can possibly lead the attacker away from the source to
disappear and the new path followed by the attacker may allow them to reach the
source.
Many works exist covering fault tolerance of a variety of aspects in WSNs,
e.g., [78] presents an algorithm for implementing a crash-tolerant version of DAS.
However, the technique shown in Chapter 6 is not tolerant to node crashes. There
exists no work in the domain of SLP that deals with such faults.
In this chapter, a modified version of the algorithm presented in the previous
chapter is presented. The algorithm provides spatial redundancy by creating backup
diversionary routes to keep the attacker away from the source. First, the fault-tolerant
DAS problem is shown to be NP-complete. Secondly, an eventually weaker version
of fault-tolerant DAS is designed, called eventually fault-tolerant SLP-aware DAS.
Finally, the distributed algorithm is shown, adhering to the eventually fault-tolerant
SLP-aware DAS specification. This algorithm works in networks where nodes have
at least two potential parents, i.e. there are at least two different paths between
every node and the sink.
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7.1 Complexity of Design of Fault-Tolerant SLP-aware
(FT-SLP) Weak DAS
In this section, analysis of the complexity of developing a fault-tolerant SLP-aware
weak DAS schedule is performed (as strong DAS is impossible to design). The
objective is to develop a schedule that can tolerate f node crashes while retaining
the SLP-awareness property. The challenge is that, when a node on an attacker path
crashes, the attacker will follow a different path, which may lead to capturing the
source. For simplicity, it is assumed that all the crashes occur on neighbours of the
sink.
Multipath routing [5] is a well-known technique for providing fault tolerance.
To preserve the SLP property when a node crashes, the attacker has to be “provided”
with a route that takes them away from the source. Specifically, if up to f node
crashes can occur, then there should exist at least f node-disjoint paths that lead
the attacker away from the source. Having multiple node-disjoint paths is more
achievable than one might think. [87] is an example of a testbed which has a very
high density of nodes resulting in many disjoint paths. A path needs to be of such
length that, once the attacker reaches the end of that diversionary path, he has no
chance to capture the source within the safety period even if he attempts to trace
back to the source. Node disjoint paths are needed so that no two paths are affected
by a single crash. Thus, FT-SLP DAS can be designed through the development of
multiple disjoint attacker paths. To simplify the following explanation, it is assumed
that all crashes occur to nodes that are neighbours of the sink. The problem of
finding node disjoint attacker paths is now formalised and it is shown that the
problem is intractable.
Definition 12 (Disjoint Attacker Paths (DAP)). Given a network W = (N,L), a
sink V∆, a length l, a number f , and a weak DAS/convergecast schedule Ξ, is there
a set P = {P1 . . . Pf+1} of attacker paths under Ξ such that:
1. ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1 : length(Pi) = l
2. P1 . . . Pf+1 are node-disjoint.
3. ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1 : Pi is not a capture path.
The length l in the DAP problem is the minimum length of the diversionary
path. The greater the l, the longer the path but also the path may end at a node
close to the source. So, for simplicity, the paths are required to be of length l. The
sequence of vertices on path are denoted Pi by Pi = 〈n1i . . . nli〉. The first result
follows.
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Lemma 7 (DAP & class of NP). DAP is in NP.
Proof. To prove this, the correctness of P needs to be verified in polynomial time.
So, given an instance of DAP and a solution set P , the correctness of P is verified as
follows:
1. The first condition is trivially verified.
2. The second condition can be verified in O(f2) through set operations.
3. The third condition can be verified in O(f · l) through enumeration.
The next result captures the complexity of designing FT-SLP.
Lemma 8 (DAP & NP-hardness). DAP is NP-hard.
To prove this, firstly, the definition of the disjoint connecting paths problem
is provided.
Definition 13 (Disjoint Connecting Paths (DCP)). Given a graph G = (V,E) and a
set T = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)} of k pairs of vertices, does there exist k vertex-disjoint
paths P1, P2, . . . , Pk such that Pi connects si to ti?
Proof. DAP can be reduced to DCP, first through the following mapping:
1. W 7→ G
2. f 7→ k
3. n1i 7→ si, nli 7→ ti, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1
4. l 7→ min{length(Pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ k}



















Figure 7.1: Pictorial representation of mapping.
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It is now shown that a solution to DAP exists if and only if a solution to
DCP exists.
⇐ Given a solution to DCP, attacker paths are obtained that are not capture
paths by assigning slots to nodes in N as follows:
– S(s1), . . . ,S(t1) = |V |, . . . , |V | − length(P1) + 1,
– S(si), . . . ,S(ti), 2 ≤ i ≤ k = (|V |−
∑i−1






i=1 Pi, the following is done: all of the nodes in
⋂k
i=1 Pi are
ranked according to the slot value under Ξ, largest first which is denoted
by nb. Then, starting with slot value (|V | −
∑i
j=1 length(Pj)), allocate
consecutive values to all nodes in nb’s branch in a depth-first manner. A
similar approach is taken for the the branch of the next highest’s node
(but using the set of available values) until all branches are exhausted and
all nodes have been allocated a slot.
Please observe that since nodes are allocated unique slot values in a depth-first
manner, both DAS and collision-freedom are satisfied.
⇒ This is trivial, since the existence of f + 1 disjoint attacker paths of length l
that are not capture paths implies that, under the above mapping, the same
paths are the paths from si to ti.
At this point, one of the main results of this chapter is presented.
Theorem 4 (DAP & NP-completeness). DAP is NP-complete.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7 and 8.
In summary, for a network that is at least (f+1)-connected1, the complexity of
designing FT-SLP is NP-complete. FT-SLP design where the network is 2-connected
is now studied. A 2-connected network is chosen as this is the minimum required to
have one additional redundant path to use as a backup in case of a fault.
1A node is k-connected if there are k paths between the node and the sink.
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7.2 Algorithms
Given the complexity of developing a fault-tolerant SLP-aware DAS in an (f + 1)-
connected network, an investigation is done into the design of a fault-tolerant
SLP-aware weak DAS protocol in a 2-connected network. Unfortunately, a negative
result to this problem is shown.
Theorem 5 (Impossibility of FT-SLP Weak DAS). Given (i) a network G = (N,L),
(ii) a children function C, (iii) a sink-distance function δ, (iv) an SLP-aware weak
DAS schedule Ξ for G, (v) a source node S, (vi) a safety period α and (vii) f node
crashes, then Ξ is not a fault-tolerant weak DAS schedule.
Proof. This is proven by construction. Since Ξ is an SLP-aware weak DAS, then there
exists no capture path in G under Ξ. Assume the following: (i) n2 ∈ children(n1),
(ii) N2 = {n1, n3} and (iii) δ(n1) = 1, δ(n2) = 2, δ(n3) = 3. Because Ξ is a weak
DAS, then Ξ(n1) > Ξ(n2) > Ξ(n3). Now, assume n1 crashes. Since Ξ is SLP-aware,
then there exists no capture path in G \ {n1}. Assume that Ξ is fault-tolerant weak
DAS. Then, there exists another path from n2 to V∆ such that the next node has
slot greater than n2. However, the only path from n2 to V∆ is through n3 and
Ξ(n3) < Ξ(n2). Hence, weak DAS is violated, i.e., Ξ is not fault-tolerant.
There are two main issues behind the impossibility result: (i) when faults
occur, it is difficult to satisfy both SLP and fault tolerance simultaneously and (ii)
the network connectivity. For (i), the requirement for fault tolerance is weakened
and require eventual fault tolerance (see Definition 9). For (ii), nodes are required
to have at least two potential d-paths.
The problem of designing FT-DAS is depicted in Figure 7.2, in which Fig-
ures 7.2a and 7.2b show the creation of an a-path away from the source. However, a
crash (Figure 7.2c) occurs and the a-path disappears, and in Figure 7.2d a capture
path is formed instead. Hence, the impossibility of guaranteeing both fault tolerance
and SLP DAS simultaneously. Subsequently, to solve this, eventual fault tolerance
can only be guaranteed with SLP-aware weak DAS in a network with nodes having
2 d-paths. Figure 7.3 shows the process of a new a-path being created when a node
crashes. A distributed algorithm that solves the eventual fault-tolerant SLP-aware
DAS problem using this method is proposed. The protocol developed consists of five
stages.
7.2.1 Phase 1: DAS Schedule
Algorithm 11 consists of the standard DAS protocol. The process begins from the
sink, where each node will store a list of its potential parents, number of hops from
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Source Node Search NodeSink Node Normal NodeChange NodeS C Crash
Figure 7.2: Showing the stages of the fault intolerant SLP DAS algorithm where a
crash leads to the capture of the source
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(e) Phase 5 -
phase 3
Source Node Search NodeSink Node Normal NodeChange NodeS C Crash
Figure 7.3: Showing the stages of the fault tolerant algorithm where a crash occurs
and the diversionary path is rebuilt
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Algorithm 11 Phase 1 - DAS algorithm: A slot assignment protocol for data
aggregation scheduling.
. DAS protocol for process i
1: variables
2: myN : set of int . Set of neighbours
3: Npar: set of int init ∅ . Set of potential parents
4: children: set of int init ∅ . Set of children
5: Others[]: array of set of int init ∅ . Set of potential competitors
6: Ninfo[]: array of (int,int) . 2-hop neighbourhood information (hop,slot)
7: hop, par, slot: int,int,int init ⊥,⊥,⊥ . DAS information
8: Normal: bool init 1 . Flag for re-computation of DAS
9: start: bool init 1 . Flag to begin algorithm
10: dissem: timer init α . Timer for broadcasting neighbourhood information
11: constants
12: sink: bool . 1 if node is sink, otherwise 0
13: length: int . Length of redirection
14: size: int . Size of the network
15: init :: start → . Sink triggers the protocol
16: if sink then
17: for all n ∈ myN do Ninfo[n]← (⊥,⊥)
18: hop, par, slot, start← 0,⊥, size, 0
19: Ninfo[i].hop,Ninfo[i].slot← hop, slot
20: dissem :: timeout(dissem) → . When dissem times out
21: if slot 6= ⊥ then
22: broadcast DISSEM〈Normal, {Ninfo[j] | j ∈ myN}, par〉
23: set〈dissem,α〉
. Normal dissem message received
24: receiveN :: receive DISSEM〈1, N, p〉 from j →
25: if slot = ⊥ ∧N [j].slot 6= ⊥ then
26: Npar ← Npar ∪ {j}
27: Others[j]← Others[j] ∪ {n|N [n].slot = ⊥}
28: for all n ∈ myN | N [n] 6= ⊥ do Ninfo[n]← N [n]
. Non-normal (update) dissem message received
29: receiveU :: receive DISSEM〈0, N, p〉 from j →
30: if par = j then
31: if slot ≥ N [j].slot then
32: slot← N [j].slot
33: Normal← 0
34: for all n ∈ myN | N [n] 6= ⊥ do Ninfo[n]← N [n]
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Algorithm 11 (cont.) Phase 1 - DAS algorithm: A slot assignment protocol for
data aggregation scheduling.
35: process :: rcv〈〉 → . Finished receiving dissem messages
36: if slot = ⊥ then
. Select parent and calculate DAS info
37: hop← min{h | (h, s) ∈ Ninfo[k], k ∈ Npar}+ 1
38: par ← min{k | k ∈ Npar,Ninfo[k] = (hop, s)}
39: slot← Ninfo[par].slot− rank(i, Others[par])− 1
40: Ninfo[i]← (hop, slot)
41: for all n ∈ myN | Ninfo[n].slot = ⊥ do
42: children← children ∪ {n}
. Detect and resolve collisions
43: if ∃j, j 6= i : Ninfo[j].slot = slot then
44: if hop > Ninfo[j].hop ∨ (hop = Ninfo[j].hop ∧ i > j) then
45: slot← slot− 1
the sink and its own time slot. Upon receiving a dissemination message, the node
will select a parent from its potential parents and assign itself a slot lower than those
of all nodes it has seen so far. This ensures that during phase 3 (slot refinement) the
node will be able to easily select a new parent.
As each node broadcasts its neighbourhood, nodes are able to build a view of
their 2-hop neighbourhood. The nodes utilise this information to detect slot collisions
and resolve them.
7.2.2 Phase 2: Node Locator
The node locator phase (Algorithm 12) searches for a node of specified distance
away from the sink at which to begin refining slots. The process begins at the sink
and sends search messages along the path that that is known the attacker will take
(sending to the node with the lowest slot in the neighbourhood). As the search
messages are sent, these nodes record their position along the search path and the
next node in the path (the path child).
7.2.3 Phase 3: Slot Refinement
The slot refinement phase (Algorithm 13) creates a path that redirects the attacker
by altering node slot values. The phase begins at the node selected by phase 2,
where change messages will be passed along lenD times if each node has two or more
potential parents or until a node with only one potential parent is reached. The next
node to continue the path is one of the current node’s potential parents (excluding
its actual parent). When a node alters its slot, it sets it to be the lowest slot in
the neighbourhood of the previous node on the path. To ensure DAS is retained,
Normal is set to 0 signifying an update phase for surrounding nodes. Returning to
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Algorithm 12 Phase 2 - Node Locator: An algorithm that searches for a suitable
location in the network for where the redirection can occur. The algorithm inherits
variables from Algorithm 11.
. Search protocol for process i
1: variables
2: startSearch: bool init 1 . Start of search
3: startNode: bool init 0 . First node of redirection
4: pr: int init ⊥ . Length of redirection
5: from: set of int init ∅ . To prevent backtracking
6: pathChild: int init ⊥ . Next node in redirection path
7: pathOrder: int init ⊥ . Order node is in full path
8: constants
9: dist: int init SD . Length of search path
10: diam: int init δ . Diameter of network
11: startS :: startSearch ∧ sink → . Begin search process
12: for all c ∈ children do
13: if Ninfo[c].slot = min{Ninfo[k].slot | k ∈ children} then
14: startSearch← 0
15: pathChild← c
16: pathOrder ← 0
17: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, dist, pathOrder〉
. Receive search message
18: receiveS :: receive SEARCH〈k, d, po〉 from j →
19: from← from ∪ {j}
20: if i = k then
21: pathOrder ← po+ 1
22: if (d = 0) ∧ (Npar \ {par, j} 6= ∅) then
23: startNode← 1
24: pr ← ddist/3e
25: if (d = 0) ∧ (Npar \ {par, j} = ∅) then
26: if children 6= ∅ then
27: pathChild← choose(children)
28: else
29: pathChild← choose(myN \ {par})
30: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, d, pathOrder〉
31: if d > 0 then
32: for all c ∈ children do
33: if Ninfo[c].slot = min{Ninfo[k].slot | n ∈ children} then
34: pathChild← c
35: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, d− 1, pathOrder〉
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Algorithm 11, when a node receives a dissemination with the update flag set, it will
check that its slot value is lower than its parent, lowering the slot value if necessary.
7.2.4 Phase 4: Failure Detection and Notification
Algorithm 14 shows the failure detection and notification phase. Utilising the same
dissem timer as phase 1, the algorithm begins by confirming that any nodes left in
the suspects set has crashed and removes all of them from the memory of the node.
If any of the suspects are the parent of the node, the node will attempt to change
to another of its potential parents. Failing that results in the node resetting and
waiting to be reassigned information from the process described in Phase 1. After
this, the node broadcasts a crash message containing its ID. If the path child has
crashed, a flag is set to signal a reconstruction is required. Finally, the suspects list
is refreshed to contain all nodes in the one-hop neighbourhood.
When a dissemination message (from phase 1) is received, the node that
sent it is removed from the suspects list. As such, if a dissemination message is not
received from a node in a period, it is assumed that the node has crashed.
Upon receiving a crash message, if that node is the parent of the receiving
node then, as before, the node will attempt to change parent to a different potential
parent, failing that resetting. Another crash message is then sent to alert the children
of the current node that the slot has been altered.
7.2.5 Phase 5: SLP Path Reconstruction
The path reconstruction (Algorithm 15) occurs when phase 4 flags that it is required.
Using the stored position in the path, the parent of the crashed node will calculate
how many messages need to be sent and whether it is search or change messages that
are required. The correct message with parameters set is then sent again, rebuilding
the path using the methods in phases 2 and 3.
Note that the algorithm will not guarantee a maximal privacy level as the
initial slot assignment is done with no knowledge of the source location. It is possible
that the diversion leads an attacker closer to the source. To prevent this, information
about application messages routing is required, which is typically not available at the
MAC level being targeted. To obtain routing level information, cross layer techniques
are required.
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Algorithm 13 Phase 3 - Slot Refinement: An algorithm that refines the original
slot assignment. The algorithm inherits variables from Algorithms 11 and 12.
. Slot refinement protocol for process i
1: startR :: startNode → . Begin the change process
2: startNode← 0
3: pathChild← choose(Npar \ {par} \ from)
4: nSlot← min({Ninfo[j].slot | j ∈ myN} ∪ {slot})
5: broadcast CHANGE〈pathChild, nSlot, pr − 1, pathOrder〉
6: receiveC :: receive CHANGE〈p, s, d, po〉 from j →
7: if d > 0 ∧ i = p then
8: if myN \ {par} \ from 6= ∅ then
9: pathChild← choose(myN \ {par} \ from)
10: slot← s− 1
11: Ninfo[i]← (hop, slot)
12: nSlot← min({Ninfo[k].slot | k ∈ myN} ∪ {slot})
13: broadcast CHANGE〈pathChild, nSlot, d− 1, pathOrder〉
14: if d = 0 ∧ i = p ∧ (myN \ {par} \ from 6= ∅) then
15: Normal, slot← 0, s− 1
16: Ninfo[i]← (hop, slot)
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Algorithm 14 Phase 4 - Failure Detection and Notification: An algorithm that
detects crashed nodes/broken links and repairs DAS. The algorithm inherits variables
from Algorithms 11, 12 and 13.
. Strongly complete failure detector for process i
1: variables
2: suspects: set of int init myN . Crash suspects
3: pathReconstruct: bool init 0 . Should reconstruct redirection path
. Crash news received from parent, so reset
4: crashN :: receive CRASH〈〉 from j →
5: if par = j then
6: if Npar 6= ∅ then
7: par ← ∃p ∈ Npar | p 6= par
8: hop← Ninfo[par].hop+ 1
9: slot← Ninfo[par].slot− rank(i, Others[par])− 1
10: else
11: par, slot, hop := ⊥,⊥,⊥
12: Ninfo[i] := (hop, slot)
13: broadcast CRASH〈〉
. Determine if node alive by whether they send a dissem message
14: filter :: receive DISSEM〈n,N, p〉 from j →
15: suspects← suspects \ {j}
16: crashD :: timeout(dissem) → . Check for crashes
17: for all s ∈ suspects do
18: myN ← myN \ {s}
19: Npar ← Npar \ {s}
20: children← children \ {s}
21: Ninfo← Ninfo \ {s}
22: Others← Others \ {s}
23: for all o ∈ Others do Others[o]← Others[o] \ {s}
24: if par ∈ suspects then
25: if Npar 6= ∅ then
26: par ← ∃p ∈ Npar | p 6= par
27: hop← Ninfo[par].hop+ 1
28: slot← Ninfo[par].slot− rank(i, Others[par])− 1
29: else
30: par, slot, hop := ⊥,⊥,⊥
31: Ninfo[i]← (hop, slot)
32: broadcast CRASH〈〉
33: if pathChild ∈ suspects then
34: pathReconstruct← 1
35: suspects← myN . Reset suspects after processing
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Algorithm 15 Phase 5 - Path Reconstruction: An algorithm that, upon detection
of a failure from a node in the redirection path, rebuilds the path from the parent of
that node. The algorithm inherits variables from Algorithms 11, 12, 13, and 14.
. Begin reconstruction protocol for process i
1: startP :: pathReconstruct →
2: pathReconstruct← 0
3: if pathOrder < dist then . If node on search path
4: for all c ∈ children do
5: if Ninfo[c].slot = min{Ninfo[k].slot | k ∈ children} then
6: startSearch, pathChild := 0, c
7: d← dist− pathOrder
8: broadcast SEARCH〈pathChild, d, pathOrder〉
9: else . Otherwise node is on change path
10: pathChild← choose(Npar \ {par} \ from)
11: nSlot← min({Ninfo[j].slot | j ∈ myN} ∪ {slot})
12: d← dist+ ddist/3e − pathOrder




The network configuration is as described in Section 4.2.
It should be noted that although this solution requires a 2-connected network,
some aspects of the configuration do not comply with this requirement, namely the
nodes straight vertically and horizontally from the sink node are only 1-connected
when operating under the ideal communication model. The consequence of this is
that should a crash occur in one of these nodes, then it is not possible to have a
backup route around the node. While this can be problematic and reduce the efficacy
of the solution on this configuration, the remainder of the network is acceptable.
This issue has not drastically affected the results as can be seen later in the chapter.
The significance of this issue is reduced if used in a real-world deployment (and even
in the low-asymmetry communication model) where the degree of connectivity is
increased but must still be a consideration for unusually sparse network topologies.
7.3.2 Simulation Parameters
In order to compare SLP TDMA DAS and FT SLP TDMA DAS, the SLP TDMA
DAS results from Chapter 6 are used and presented next to FT SLP TDMA DAS
that operates in a simulation with node crashes. The node crashes shall occur with a
50% probability along the initial diversionary route. The reason for restricting these
crashes to exclusively occur along the diversionary route is that this is the path that
will have to be rebuilt in order to divert the attacker, any other crashes not on this
route will have no effect on the final result. With crashes only on the diversionary
route, a comparison can be made to see if the fault-tolerant algorithm provides
similar metrics to ordinary SLP TDMA DAS. Should the metrics be similar, they
show that fault-tolerant guarantees can be provided without much loss of efficiency.
The majority of the aspects of the simulation are the same as described
in Section 4.3, with the only difference being that the low-asymmetry communication
model is not used. This is because the efficacy of the algorithm should be shown in
the presence of node crashes only. This will show a clear comparison between the
two algorithms, with node crashes as the only changing variable.
7.3.3 Algorithm Parameters
The parameters for the algorithm are the same as those defined in Table 6.1, Subsec-
tion 6.3.1, with the only difference being that the number of slots available has been
increased to 200. This also increases the source period to 25 seconds. The reason for
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this alteration is to ensure that the algorithm has enough slots to operate correctly
for even the largest network size. The fault tolerant algorithm is expected to use
additional slots due to the method of updating slot values on node crashes and link
failures, and providing this many slots ensures correct operation.
7.3.4 Attacker Model
The attacker model is the same as described in the previous chapter (Subsection 6.3.2).
That is, the attacker model is implemented as described in Section 3.2, with an
implementation satisfying the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker. Again, it is assumed that
the attacker is aware if the period length and thus only performs one move per
period.
No other attacker model parametrisations are to be tested, due to the rationale
provided in Subsection 6.4.1, which states that the (1, 0, 1, s0, D)-A attacker is the
strongest or representative of the strongest attacker available using this model.
7.4 Results
7.4.1 Expected Outcomes
The expectation is that the majority of metrics will remain similar to the baseline
SLP TDMA DAS, perhaps performing slightly worse due to the crashes and the time
taken to fix the path. However, the overhead of change, search and crash messages
will increase in FT SLP TDMA DAS due to having to create the diversionary route
more than once.
7.4.2 Comparison of FT SLP TDMA DAS and SLP TDMA DAS
The plots in Figure 7.4 show the comparisons for each metric when the algorithms
are using different search distances.
Figure 7.4a shows a comparison of the capture ratios between the algorithms.
Averagely, FT SLP TDMA DAS has a marginally higher capture ratio than ordinary
SLP TDMA DAS. This is due to the process of rebuilding the diversionary route
and potentially having the new route lead closer to the source (as the algorithm has
no knowledge of source location).
Figure 7.4b shows that FT SLP TDMA DAS has a higher message send rate
than SLP TDMA DAS. The reason for this is more accurately displayed in Figure 7.4e,
which shows the additional overhead of all SLP-related messages (including crash
messages). As the diversionary route may have to be built multiple times, and FT
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SLP TDMA DAS has a system to report crashes along the route, this leads to more
messages being sent. However, this increase was predicted in Subsection 7.4.1.
Figure 7.4c shows that between both algorithms, the received ratio (or delivery
ratio) is unchanged. This result is positive as no normal messages are lost in the
process of causing the crashes and rebuilding the diversionary route or paths to the
sink.
Figure 7.4d is also unsurprising as it was predicted that FT SLP TDMA
DAS utilises more slots than SLP TDMA DAS. The plot shows that this increase in
slot utilisation is not a dramatic increase, with 1000ms on the plot equating to ten
additional slots (due to the slot period of 0.1s). As described in Subsection 6.4.1,
the normal message latency is still bounded by the number of slots multiplied by the
slot period.
7.4.3 Comparison with other SLP solutions
Similarly to the previous chapter, it is not realistic to make comparisons between MAC
layer solutions and routing layer solutions (such as ILPRouting and DynamicSPR)
when the latter has access to significantly more information about the network than
the former. Additionally, no other SLP protocol provides fault tolerance in current
works which is a significant factor when making comparisons.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter has provided a number of contributions. The fault-tolerant DAS
problem is shown to be NP-complete. A version of fault-tolerant SLP DAS is created
called eventually fault-tolerant SLP-aware DAS and five phases of the distributed
algorithm are provided alongside this. This algorithm has been implemented and
tested in simulation to show that FT SLP TDMA DAS has only a marginal decrease
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of FT against standard SLP TDMA DAS (Baseline)
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
This research has presented methods to provide Source Location Privacy through
the adjustment of TDMA schedules at the MAC level. The aim of this chapter is to
discuss some of the common patterns and considerations that have arisen through
performing this research, present some options as to how the presented methods and
techniques can be expanded in future work and to summarise the work presented in
this thesis.
8.1 Discussion
A number of common patterns have emerged throughout this thesis. This section
discusses those patterns.
8.1.1 Network Size
As can be seen throughout the results presented in Chapters 6 and 7, an increase
in network size offers an increase in SLP. This is because, with a larger network,
there are more opportunities to create diversionary routes than in smaller networks
which makes it less likely that any path will lead to the source. In both chapters, the
size of the diversionary route was equal to the sink-source distance. With a larger
sink-source distance, the diversionary path is longer and has the chance to lead the
attacker much farther away from the source.
8.1.2 Routing Protocol
Throughout the thesis, the routing protocol used for normal messages is simple
flooding. This is because it provides no SLP whatsoever and as such is good to build
a MAC protocol under as all SLP provided is known to come from the MAC layer
changes. The reason for flooding providing no SLP is that it leaks information to an
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attacker no matter where they are in the network. However, flooding is not energy
efficient as it sends a very large number of messages and it can drop messages due to
a lack of retransmissions. As such, it is not suitable for any real-world deployment of
these methods. Using another routing protocol on top of the MAC layer is a strong
possibility.
Realistically, due to the way the MAC layers have been defined, a combined
routing-MAC cross-layer solution may provide a higher efficiency. This of course is
more complex than just altering the routing protocol, but would most likely provide
better results.
8.1.3 Considering Other Metrics in Design
The reasoning behind the designs in this thesis is to provide SLP for low message
overhead. This section considers prioritising different criteria at the design stages.
This is not to say that other metrics were not considered at all, but to provide an
alternative view of if a different metric was the highest priority.
Latency is often considered an important aspect of a WSN deployment. Being
able to get data as quickly as possible is a highly desirable property, such as in
military applications. While DAS is also designed to reduce latency over other
TDMA solutions, it is still slower than the majority of Carrier-Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) designs because these designs don’t have to wait for a period to get the
message through the network. If latency was the biggest concern, TDMA is probably
not the best choice. However, given completely optimal slot utilisation, DAS would
be the lowest latency TDMA implementation.
Another desirable quality is network throughput. Some applications can be
extremely data-intensive, making a higher throughput in the network a must. The
throughput of algorithms presented in this thesis has not been discussed. However,
DAS is designed to have parent nodes aggregate data from its children before sending
it on towards the sink. The extent to which the data can be aggregated is of great
importance when considering throughput. Disregarding aggregation, the network
throughput of these algorithms is not very high, as only a single message can be
sent in a slot and then the node must wait for an entire period before it can send
again. This can be perfectly acceptable because if the asset monitoring network is
only tracking the location of the asset (and possibly some other information), then a
single message of aggregated data per TDMA period is often sufficient.
There will always be some form of trade-off between the metrics in every
design, so selecting the correct one for the application is critical.
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8.1.4 Localised TDMA
The TDMA used in this thesis has assigned slots in a global fashion across the entire
network. Localising the TDMA implementation by splitting the network into local
groupings and performing a separate slot assignment for each group could have
significant benefits. For instance, the number of slots required would be lowered
leading to shorter TDMA periods and lower latencies. It would also significantly
increase the scalability of the algorithms. However, this would add significant
complexity as each local sink in a group would have to communicate with the real
sink in the network, i.e. forwarding data onwards. Routing algorithms for networks
with clusters are not uncommon, so an existing implementation could be taken and
modified to fit the purpose.
8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 Impact of Network Configuration
While this thesis examined SLP at different network sizes, other aspects of the
configuration were not explored.
The topology of the network used was static throughout this research. That
is, this thesis presented varying sizes of grid networks with the sink in the centre
and the source in one corner. Expansion of this work could examine the produced
algorithms and methods on different network layouts.
Multiple sinks could be also be introduced and tested with the existing
algorithms. This would show that the algorithms could cope with large-scale, multi-
sink networks.
8.2.2 Handling Different Attackers
While the model used for an attacker in this thesis is fairly expressive, realistically
it does not cover a fraction of what an attacker could be capable of in a real-world
deployment.
Multiple Attackers
Multiple attackers could be used simultaneously in a simulation. This could be
as simple as employing two attackers with differing parametrisations at the same
time or a significantly more sophisticated model where the attackers could share
information, more akin to a real-world scenario.
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Beyond Eavesdropping
Until now, it has been assumed that attackers only have the capability to eavesdrop
on node communications. Of course, this is not always the case, as in other cases
attackers can destroy nodes or alter their behaviour, interfere with network traffic
(such as blocking or replaying messages) and generally be far more intrusive in
network operation. This expands into a huge area of research, where many options
on future work could be taken.
Attacker Starting Location
In the current setup, the attacker begins at the sink node. While this is a logical
place for an attacker to begin, as a message from the source must pass through that
location, an attacker may choose a different location to begin. The current state of
the algorithms creates a diversionary route from the sink node outwards into the
network and should an attacker choose a different location this defence would be
moot. Changing the starting location would require different algorithms in order to
combat such behaviour.
8.2.3 Testbed Deployment
As described in Section 4.5, it was not possible to select a testbed that could operate
any of the algorithms properly, as they were simply too small and too dense. However,
this does not preclude that a suitable testbed would not become available in the
future. While simulations using the low-asymmetry communication model were
performed (which represents a more realistic communication environment), a testbed
deployment would provide more evidence that these algorithms do operate correctly
in the real-world.
8.2.4 Cross-Layer Solutions
While this thesis focused purely on MAC layer SLP protection, this could be signific-
antly improved by incorporating routing layer information into a solution. Using
MAC and routing together provides a more detailed view of the network while
simultaneously allowing very low-level methods to be deployed.
8.3 Conclusion
This thesis has focused on developing a MAC level solution to the SLP problem by
manipulating TDMA schedules to divert an attacker. Using an offline method, it is
possible to provide a near 0% capture ratio while using online methods it is possible
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to reduce the capture ratio from a protectionless TDMA DAS. The distributed
online method was also improved to provide fault-tolerant guarantees for very little
cost.
Initially, using evolutionary computation, schedules can be built offline to
provide a near-perfect level of SLP. This genetic algorithm produces the schedules
over generations of potential solutions to find ones that both minimise slot utilisation
(thus decreasing latency) and also maximising the level of SLP provided.
As a response to the offline method, an online, distributed algorithm was
created in order to provide some MAC level SLP during network operation. This
does not provide the level of SLP that the first method does, but is an improvement
over a protectionless version for almost no message overhead.
Finally, as WSNs tend to be unreliable, a fault-tolerant version of the previ-
ous algorithm was produced, providing fault-tolerant guarantees for only a minor
performance cost.
In summary, this thesis shows that it is possible to create full SLP solutions
using only the MAC layer in the network stack. Using TDMA schedule manipulation
to re-engineer traffic patterns, three different methods were created, one offline and
two online. A number of metrics were examined showing the performance of these
methods. This opens the concept of future work to improved performance using




The results presented in this thesis were obtained in such a fashion that they could
easily be reproduced. The results of the simulations are deterministic for a given
random seed, allowing runs of the simulation utilising the same seed to produce
identical results.
As part of this research, an existing framework to perform SLP simulations
using TOSSIM was used and can be found at github.com/MBradbury/slp. This
framework was updated collaboratively, with specific additions being made (including
the source code for algorithms created for this thesis) which has been merged into
the same repository. Instructions on operating the framework can also be found
there.
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